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Preface

QUOThES

“The lyf so short, the craft so long to lerne, Th’assay so hard, so 
sharp the conquering” Chaucer (1340 – 1400)
      

It’s better to fail in originality, than succeed in imitation  
Herman Melville

Those who lack courage will always find a philosophy to justify it.  
Albert Camus

We don’t see things as they are. We see them as we are.
Anais Nin

follow-my-leader does not make you a leader anymore than 
turning a tap on and off makes you a plumber.     anon

In nova fert animus mutates dicare formas corpor:
Now I am ready to tell how bodies are changed into different bodies
Ted Hughes  Tales from Ovid - Metamorphosis. Faber and Faber 1999

Stanley Pelter
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Introduction

This is the fourth collection of Stanley Pelter’s haibun, a form which 
may still not be familiar to many English readers, but which is now 
increasing in popularity via journals and websites. Stemming from 
the haiku and tanka which it incorporates, the haibun seeks to 
supplement and extend the imagistic features of the haiku and tanka 
into a prose that has been described as “a narrative of epiphany” and 
– somewhat contradictorily – as “concentrating on sensibility and 
revelation rather than narrative and disclosure.” The haibun, like 
the haiku, is a descendent from the work of the 17th century poet-
monk, Matsuo Bashõ’s seminal travel-books, The Narrow Road to 
the Deep North  and The Hut of the Phantom Dwelling. Bashõ’s 
prose introductions to the haiku he wrote on his travels form the 
prose-settings, reworked over a period of years, in which the jewel-
like haiku poems are embedded.

Traditionally the prose-pieces are brief, direct, concrete and 
written in the present tense, avoiding intellectual abstraction and 
social or political commentary. At the same time the writer of haibun 
may be light, playful and ironic, like mice in a Japanese watercolour. 
Haibun unravel the complexity of emotion over a longer span than 
the intense haiku, but they are essentially different in kind. Some 
authorities believe they should also embody a “vertical axis” of myth, 
literature and history, although these are not usually seen as central. 
More important is the relationship between the embedded haiku  and 
tanka poem and the surrounding prose. It may offset the prose, shoot 
off at an angle or change the reader’s awareness in a similar way to 
the recurring refrain in a Western song or poem.

There is clearly no lack of definitions or expectations regarding 
haibun that, like haiku, have been the subject of prolonged literary 
discussions, particularly since they migrated into Western writing. 
Two points may be emphasised: One is that both haiku, tanka and 
haibun are expected to retain something of their Japanese origins in 
spite of their assimilation into Western culture, although what that 
‘something’ is may vary considerably in the same way that, say, Van 
Gogh and Monet’s art varies although both were strongly influenced 
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by Japanese prints and engravings. And second, the haibun is really 
a prose-poem rather than prose surrounding poetry. The whole 
incorporates its smaller neighbour as a constellation may include 
stars of different sizes and ages.

Stanley Pelter is a very Western man, and, in this collection, his 
haibun deal with the ravages, lusts, loves and aspirations of the male in 
Western society. The natural world certainly comes into these poems 
in the traditional manner, but what give the collection its personal 
quality are the relationships between man and woman. In some ways 
the whole book reads like a continuous narrative rather than a series 
of separate poems, although the alphabetical index does not give that 
emphasis. In ‘our rows’: “U and i don’t often row. Not full blown ones, 
anyway. Mostly good together. Doing things. Lots of variety. Never 
bored. But when we do row they are party breakers.”

This doesn’t sound particularly Japanese, at least not in 
the lotus-contemplative Bashõ-style, which we sometimes see as 
quintessentially belonging to the “oriental” tradition. We should 
also, perhaps, remember other traditions provided by the Second 
World War and the Japanese warrior-caste.  The big U and the little 
i, following the more intimate French ‘tu’ – constant characters in 
the poems – are negotiating jealousy:

upsidedown 
blood of a chameleon
next to her smile

The insecure, doting male is out to make trouble, whatever 
reassurances the female may give. “Close or far away tones, flesh 
shapes, voice hues, eye colours turn me on, so why not them?” The 
eruption and verbal violence end in sex and baby prattle:

blow bubbles
U them morph into
a different moi

The strength of Stanley Pelter’s haibun is that they take on the 
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male pursued by furies the female can scarcely comprehend with 
unflinching honesty. Not for Pelter the calm contemplation of life by 
a lily-flower or koi-filled lake. He bravely enters the whole cauldron 
of male contradictions from eyeing passing girls in the street to 
vehemence against bad lecturers. In ‘just a glance’
 

“eyes  just meet     wet fashion shoes     move further away

Jostling shingle reshapes. Black shine of her buckles intensifies as 
she nears”
The male obsessions revolving around sex are captured in moments 
that every male will recognise if not always want to acknowledge: 
“Close, she glances. Little more than an eye shift, it is within a blink 
of vanishing. Devoid of anything solid, her thin look passes without 
sign of recognition. Yet it seems so full of promises, like everything 
is packed inside one glancing gesture. Defining waterfall now loops 
silently. A vague presence, she passes through split green lines of a 
dusk horizon.”

electric shadows
inside a tulip’s inside
reflected night

Male anger and male aggression also find their place in Pelter’s 
sequence. In “it’s an insult to pigs and creative gay – a tale of two 
meetings” he contrasts a journey to meet a boring but bullying lecturer 
with one to an artist who bears a distinct resemblance to David 
Hockney, a fellow-student and compatriot from their Royal College 
of Art days. The bully is given a haiku all to himself:

bullfrog filled air
expands before his pouch splits
deep pitched alarum

before the poet bolsters his account into a quotation from Rabelaisian 
invective:
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“this coloured bullfart is a shitlet fraud, a belly-bumping pong, crimpy-
wrinkled-finger-pubicfumber, a bum-wiper foolosopher, a slurp farter, 
a sufferer from Lenten deprivations, his intellect like snails gathering 
out of a bed of strawberries.”

It would be difficult to find a prose more remote from the cool, grey 
tones of the traditional Japanese forms. By contrast the meeting 
with the artist is a brief vignette of praise –“still gives me goose 
bumps when I see him working.” One male’s tribute to another is not 
untinged with a sense of ambition which is dealt with at greater length 
in ‘ladder to the stars’: “every day he is reminded of the compulsion 
to climb at least a couple of rungs; more when Composing a note, 
word or line.”

But it is the liquidity of sex which is the most successful area for 
combining Pelter’s chosen themes and those aspects of the natural 
world that the haiku, tanka and haibun reach out to. The ocean, sea 
and water generally generate a flow that is both sensual and healing, 
sometimes the sweaty effluvia of sex, sometimes a glamorous sheen 
as in  ‘levels of ocean’.

‘slowly more water makes islands of us. she wraps inside it. breathes. 
bobs to the top like a cork. nothing floats free. under water nothing 
is solid. she, covered, ripples into fragmented layers of salt crystal 
beautiful.’

This image, like many others, turns out to be a virtual reality, erasable 
with a putty rubber;

putty rubber
unknown hand slides it
from side to side

The combination of verbal and visual, intertwining not “illustrative” is 
used throughout the haibun. The real world is important; objects are 
there; philosophic meditation with its distancing from raw feelings is 
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less of a solace than the presence of actuality. Knocking at a stranger’s 
door the narrator enters and meets a woman destined for a casual 
encounter, in a room full of solid, entrancing teapots where the talk 
revolves around the politics and slogans of the Israeli six-day war. 
Then: “She has a Victorian harmonium, which I play. Legs pump to 
squeeze in hidden bellows. She stands close, pressing softness as each 
page of a Bach cantata is turned.”
 
And the haiku takes off with a Chagall-like momentum:

fat violinist
fast change into cellist
who can nearly fly

Pelter utilises a Jewish tradition in a Japanese form, a sense of 
exploring under the skin of things whatever sensations he may find 
there. The quotidian supplies him with material as useful as the 
transcendental as in ‘½ price sale –up to 70% off’

 January Sale
 same indecisions morph into
 same decisions

Why not? The real world of shoe shops and sales is as good a starting 
point as any. Pelter’s visual awareness as well as his sense of the 
thingyness of external places and objects is a uniting presence in 
the poems as in ‘dream of a dream’: “a hollow, ill-fitting bedroom 
door shakes in time to bouts of loudness.” The concrete conceals the 
abstract and the flowing streams of prose, inherited from modernists 
such as Joyce and Beckett, sweep into isolated incidents and events, 
which are the connecting link with the traditional Japanese forms. 
Sex is the opposite of philosophical detachment and the one way in 
which the male can touch the female and subdue, temporarily, his 
own anxiety.
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“she licks him and flicks him and dives as he delves as he sates her 
and she snakes him. On such sun-sprayed days he lives inside swells 
of her, the seething heathen of her, the depraved cave choral grave 
of her.” - (touch of love).
But the elusiveness of the female is also ever-present and the unsteady, 
gasping male can never quite secure the prize:

“who are you?” he asks, looking through her almond shaped, 
sometimes intimate, sometimes hazel coloured eyes.
“don’t ask” her whisper melting into the lips of him.
“should I not know” he questions into such a rose of her.
“no” her whisper puffs into more easily heard sound.

The haibun extends the sensual into the landscape, and the final 
haiku sums it up:

kittywake dives
at one with the secret sea
for a short while

Is this the spirit of consensual haibun? Does it matter? Perhaps one of 
Pelter’s haibun supplies a kind of answer. ‘that love thingey’ chronicles 
“an unadulterated lust” in which the lovers exhaust themselves.

“Sometimes it is even a masquerade of love. Sometimes it is not. 
Great thing is that after sweat dries there is no epiphany. That, itself, 
is no laughing matter. I know. But it is difficult not to laugh. Both of 
us. Now. Together. For, it seems, a long time”.

slow-worms
deep inside old compost
wafts of heat work up

John Daniel
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a dense bell rings

crumpled beige sheets
squashed beneath a king size dusk
fearful shadows

another. then another. intense. dense resonance.

one clutch of women hide under a heaving king-size kissing bed. move 
slightly apart. still young, one is slightly older. with effort she opens 
her eyes wide. then they close. 

another louder bell rings.  sound  more of  a discord rattle.

under a heavy bed clutches of women shiver slightly closer.

left hand fingers of one who is still young but slightly older than 
many others also slightly twitch before her slow eyes again close as a 
swollen heart is offered to touching groups of younger women who 
offer nervous glances at her taut outermost layers before coalescing 
into magnified flesh balls that roll around dark shadows spreading 
from untidy beige sheets of a heaving king size kissing bed.

that was all i heard about them.
 
tangles of sound 
meld into a ball jigsaw
out of tune bell
sounds a new mystery
about to start
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a sane God?

dusk fog
enters the open window

 of a scientific night
into this purple darkness

a biblical book

~ Joshua? Hello. Another visit?
- Yes. Only because you, quietest as the moment after last of querulous 
breath, calleth upon me.
~ Did I? It’s great to see you again but I really don’t want to revisit 
any wormier graveyard, stage-set scenarios.
-  Ye have yet more jest questions? Cannot ever rest-in-peace, can 
you, mine little imp, my beloved doubting Thomas magpie? 
~ Yes & No.
- Shmuelly boy, I lack such rosy style. But it does recall great times. 
Remember?
~ Yes, better than those faith-backed-raucous-ructions of late.
- Argumoments, quest-of-questions, answerables, decibal-voice-
insubstantialists so shoved round, shoved out in roundabouts 
before building ups scrapings, do more door-to-door knocks of 
disappearancings, savouring such oppositionals as punchbag-
thanksgivings. Disputations. More to do with form than grand 
substantials, as I do recall. Ideologues travelling fixed lines, dithering 
through plaited vistas of withering space to God’s own good time. 
For mine purposes, too small, less useful.
~ So, remind me again. Whatdidyoudo? Don’t look like that. Memory 
shot to pieces isn’t it, especially in the middle of the…
- Adopted the Parable, didn’t I. Blathershapers of the day. Language 
redeemers. Re-seedeth poor soil. Adapted, didn’t I?
~ I see, Josh, I do. But did it improve anything? 
- ‘Higher’ level of delicacy with mosaic innuendo in meaning; still 
sharp, but done with time in mind: more alter Ego than Ego; more 
id than odd; spread breadth of possibilities, didn’t I just.
~ How come?  
- All down to my very own unquantifiable Uncertainty Principle. 
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Certainly describes parts of the collage. Message without being 
explicit; states untraceables. Infers. Always two skins; in your 
strangest of upstart lingo, inner psychological, outer a more literal, 
more Asburger one. Maybe I am old fashioned, but the Chosen 
only appear to be changing direction. Find your smidgeon of screen 
limited in range, the jointing of shortly poems with ‘literary’ entities 
a bit heavy of contrivance; not one thing or another. The mundane 
ridden with bleating Ego. Unable to convey meaningful points about 
monotheistic Law-and-Order-inside-chaos of contemporaries, let 
alone predecessors. Not able to pinpoint covert messages. But what 
would I, with roughed-up classic edges raw, with haggard perspective, 
offspring of an everlasting light, embedded in my own very wordy 
power-book-of-books, know? 

open fingers slide
through a spray mist
mixed with candlelight colours
from out of clumps of wet clay 
pot shapes emerge

~ Innocent Jesu, rosy-cheeked-sweet-and-savoury-saviour-of-the-
mild-meekly-fearful, hopeful signifier inside last breaths, not all is 
lost. Parables are but a toenail tool of teaching armory. From where 
I take no exercise, form, character allows what is not to be stated or 
explained, to toss a double-entendre inside a double-headed coin. 
Perhaps you miss the purpose, if such it is, of this genre. It is not a 
Parable, Couplet, Novel, Villanelle, implying your tip-top element of 
surprise is incapacitated?
- Is it? It is so long after my scratchy doings, not to mention that it 
comes from a very different board game.
~ Jesus, I know how that feels. May I turn this corner?
- For ye, anything. These are not mine sessions at the Court of 
underground indiscretions. I serve; am merely your white wing of 
flowering. Your wish is mine to resolve, etc. Did I really grow up with 
such wishy washy language? 
~ O.K. Enough. I’ve gt yr coochy smoochy massage message. But 
you did seem very sure of yourself when very young. 
- If that is a questionnaire, then ¾ yes, ¾ no. Very is very relative. 
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Pockmarked life expectancy, by your root-ball, was short. Compressed 
time crammed events into a distraught, taut sun ball, even though it 
just seemed Everyday. Was as it was. Not shortlong, youngold. Just a 
question of what angled priest-ridden hymnbook is consumed inside 
which persuasive shadow. Clarity, I vow, consumes understanding. For 
the blind, simplicity wins the jackpot. Others feel rumbling earth inside 
full bowels. Mascara colours, breadth shriveled, signal up metaphor 
masks, much outside of thinkable. Thee cannot begin to describe mine 
tangle of undergrowth doubts, tsunami waves of uncertainty. Mine 
fluidity disintegrates. Yea, I sayeth unto you, it is less difficult to square 
circles, hear inside quietest of silence. Why do ye suppose I, dead or 
alive, am alone so much? Ancient history makes today’s tomorrow bad. 
Clarifies not so much. Aloneness is escape from epicenters, a way of 
hiding how unsure… all stuff that says…I’m lost for words. 
~  J. Stop already! I’m crying simpatico tears. OK! 
- S. I dinna think ye wiv i-as-one r gettin tru de nite-bite-lite. Ne’er a 
trustworthy ‘question-answer’ session, this.
~ I wasn’t knowing you were coming. I’m knackered.
- Tell me about it.
~ whatdoyoumean?
- Did yer nae know I’m a insomniac, but sometimes so tired i canna 
put one cracked foot in front of another. Often I slip into sodden 
cliché, mixed accents, creations of gun-parables. Besides, you son of 
blindness, U r mein last visit. Back home to being 1 toid of a stony 
triad. Yea, Spirit is made of solid stuff.
~ We’re in lengths of quicksand space/time. Let’s (yawn) call it a 
(yawn) night. Not very productive one, at that (yawn, yawn). 
- Right yu r. I will (yawn) come again. Have sensible questions 
ready! For god’s (yawn, yawn) goodness sake, make them important! 
Contrary to popular myth, I’m intolerant of fools or even the foolishly 
tolerant. Never was. Too late to change now.
~ Josh, (yawn) over and out. Hang on. One more thing.
- My-God-in-the-Mental-Heaven-to-Come but you are (yawn) a last 
minute calibrator. Spit it out, then.
~ Did you ever come across that spot-faced oik jattering on about 
his science education not including ‘Intelligent Design’, how we must 
start top-rating it or else?
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-Yes.
~ Plus underground graffiti that asks whether acne can be a sane 
outcome of a sane god?
- Yes. Yes, of course.
~ Well?
- S. I’m tired. Sorry, that’s not fair because I knoweth where ye go. It is, 
at least, acceptable, a bit more than it seems. Not Yahweh’s fault that 
his male-masking-veil-of-Delilah’s-seven- dances is perceived as sane? 
Despite an enthusiastic but laughable Age of Causal Enlightenment, 
earthlings still fail to prevent knickers from begroaning, still lean away 
from cutting angles, still arrange to smile stupidly into crinkly torpors, 
cannot accept that spitting at priests, vicars, churchyards etc. brings 
good luck. Where do infants’ infantile Father-of-all-fathers spell 
out sanity? The contradiction is in you, of all people. Why postulate 
against this position? Not a pretty sight.

long into night
faith revolves the talk
~ what do ye mean
a disallowéd first line
changes water to wine?

- It was you who wrote that oyster-pearl gem, Headcases, which started 
to sort it out. Such hard work. Tripping up language into fitting not 
everyday content was beginning to pay off. You were within a voice 
blink of singing invisible Light into visible existence, a complex 
language for a complex picture.
~ Was I really? With Age comes forgetfulness. I did write it, didn’t 
I? Tell me more. I’ll have to go back to it.
- Tonight? No. It’s shut-eyes, over-out time. Quivers cometh into me 
strengthening, breaks up a false dawn, streams beyond mine fools 
gold eyes. A sane God. Foolish boy. Whatever next?
 

loud laughter
unravels

ancient language          
gradual dispersion          

into quicksand light 
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a shuffle of waves

paper tablecloth
decorates a beach party
marbled moon
serves a song sheen
to mad levels of laughter

Her hair, hidden under ripple waves, shuffles. He listens to murmurs 
of lies lapping to his right. Although punctuated by a steady beat of 
water pushing through chains of shell hollows, from inside shallow 
water she hears them.

On a crunched beach open-mouthed children release a silence of 
coloured balloons. In harmony they rise, airing solo routes. Height 
absorbs them into reducing dots. Before disappearing inside a closing 
sky it seems they can be scaled back to a new range of sizes. But they 
cannot. Skyscraper stares widen into wind whirls, chameleon swirls 
of colour, each paper flower now its own Scheherazade. 

She emerges from under a shuffle of waves. Woven seaweed-like, 
drenched hair clings to her salty face. A clean drowning spreads 
through a summer dress, skin-tight to her softly taut body. Fearless, 
she discards it. 
 
below a spotted sky
waves colour
a left sided moon
it disappears behind clouds
still summer warm
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A Small Matter of Principle

dry dahlia dust
floats inside bathroom spray
scarab shadow forms
 merge with her naked body
until nude  

One of life’s pleasures, she says, is a bath, 
lying full length, or nearly, knees softly bent, 
feeling while submerged beyond surface plane 
of water steaming. Gently spread, random floats 
of thoughts enigmatically pass for ideas. Quiet 
rivulets of heartbeats eddy back to front. Back 
up again. Spill over into a sound breaking beat.

so  many OOOhs  so  many AAAhs. 
bathroom melts with such pleasure of 
their rising, their  falling. Noise grows 
into music evolving. Right path to more 
self indulgent renewal. slowly it subsides. 
scented vapours rise. eyelids close. muscles 
surrender. windows release steamdrops.

Inside her locked door, so many OOOhs so many 
AAAhs. Outside her locked door sounds are not 
so seasonal, sounds of music are less transparent. 
Messier. Confusing. Mangled messages discord. 
Slightly rough-edged, they are even dubious. 
Internal pains start over. Now, even more questions 
than any of her already complex answers.  

gentle step
anticipates a hot bath
Pleasure Pain Principle
blends with steam mist
until thought is vapour
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a touch of love 

slight list of thyme
bends scent into itself
redwings disengage

Each horizon hill is a skin of trees that bind in wave curves. Wave after 
triangle wave of rooks hide a swathe of thin clouds. Dunes slide from 
outpourings of night, crackle as they dry in short bursts of early heat. 
Red waves spread. Red hearts pump through emerald green veins of 
nameless godly things that speed protons of faith from a nameless 
distance into we abused.    

she licks him and flicks him and dives as he delves and sates her as 
she snakes him. on such sun-sprayed days he lives inside  swells of 
her, the seething heathen of her, the depraved cave choral grave of 
her. On such days, such things happen.

“who are you? he asks, looking through her almond shaped, sometimes 
intimate, sometimes hazel coloured eyes.
“don’t ask” her whisper melting into the lips of him.
“should I not know? he questions into such a rose of her.
“no.” her whisper puffs into  more easily heard sound.

Too late. Deepest mauves forage as they still whisper sighs and lie on 
lightest of shimmers and welcome deepest of touches and slip through 
hallway kisses of a pollen-filled afternoon whose sand tumbling sounds 
tremble into even softer whispers before light lapses and stars reshape 
night into another nameless thing.

kittywake dives
at one with  the  secret sea

for a short while
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always discordant

pitch of loud thunder 
dream of a dream 

in a stranger’s  house

An untidy, ancient relative’s B&B trembles under threat of a turbulent 
train that hurtles toward an overhanging old viaduct. Any loitering 
light dissolves into a slag of darkness. An ill-fitting, upstairs hollow 
bedroom door shakes in time to bouts of tantrums juxtaposing 
sexual escapades. Sometimes it is deafening. Always discordant. 
Mock porcelain cups, saucers, even plates, jangle at soprano height. 
Unclaimed bedroom windows overlook spilling bins that reshape 
a spiked wall.  Divided couples settle into their dream of a dream 
shape. Love movements extend into a pool of exuberant colours 
pressing close to a shared event. Dissolved in rain, lampposts wave 
from top to bottom. Only when sight of it stops can thrush sounds 
flourish, goldfish glow their surface, goldthread lines lead sheep in 
a tame walk across their dream of a dream. Beyond rain-touched 
taints of a moth flicker, fingers glide into growths of old softness, 
new tautness, tonight’s speech. Here is where thought lines stop. 
Some stretch. Outside, a forming shape is ice blue. Music drips from 
an over-strung washing line.  Inside a maybe dream, drips of honey 
cover stains of pollen. 

 brain closed eyes    dream of a dream    not yet  into day        

In her sleep she is sure. In his he is not.  

just a single path
between two valleys
flows of juice mingle
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and enigma variations

no can do

and why not?

not as old as i used to be

and why didn’t U say so earlier?

because i do believe i can grow stronger for…

and that’s a reason?

don’t know. ought to, but can’t say i do, my multi-eyed one closing in 
on a strangled may-pole that…

and my answer to that is you look like an undisclosed puzzle in…

so, off high clackety horse get and my make your strange day my 
stranger one to…

and so i shall so i shall take leave of my masked baby boy my lost 
lambskin lover of all things round and about roundest spheres of…

two sailing boats criss cross to…
ancient sea waves wave them on…
new found trails inside of…
unfamiliar names for…
to greet their…
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answer or question?

“We should apologise for daring to speak about painting”   
Paul Valery

“We should apologise for daring to speak about painting, for daring 
to speak about music?”

he talks painting she talks music

kept deep inside both a well of apologies

    there is a green mouse
           that sometimes is white
    another runs past 
          as part of me asks

              answer or question?
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appearance so much so like

swollen air rises
underneath puffs of cloud swell 
two large shapes in front

 
snuffs out day, tucks in dusk, dusts over night. U, i, in dark, on 
our alone own. until waxen, vagueness blows rings around two our 
skins. both disappear, reappear, again disappear, to appear again. 
appearance so much so like. patches of cold interfere.  
again to  disappoint. we cannot appear into out of thin air. a melt 
of mirrors. melds dark uneven into deflection of slight light. no one 
sees anyone leave ahead of tomorrow to face one way we know out. 
it should not. has not. not to touch thinnest of dark on white petal 
in rose skin sheen.

lie down. look to shine of black floor. motion reflecting back. U 
look up to puffy clouds slow of moving across empty of decoration 
room. space patterns crowd flatness appearance so much so like so 
everywhere. mass of middle crowds U out of i. 

cloud, held by up nylon threads, slow moves into. appear shallow 
cracks appear here there appear. move U down i up in suddenness 
of floor foam become shiny black paint. our appearance inside a 
bedscape of so much like a roomscape so inclined to so close a shrine 
into. water, so sponge-like, drowns. 

U uninstall. i install. become frank appearance so much so like 
inside of sinking, vaguely fleeting. so solid a look, so slow moving 
cloud. wall container so confining to look at us in prison so freed 
within appearance so much so like.

i U into
like space inside room between 
air clouds so much like so 
reinstall we
on slope so grass warm
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bisector 

1
memory trick
fast forward 60 years 
confirms one rule

Grammar School. Taught formulae. Taught rules. Taught 
obedience. Subliminal glue. Most is covert. One is overt: the smaller 
the organization the greater the personality reorganisation of the Leader. 
Sub-text, (sort of remembered); before – ego-major strains for love; 
after - alter ego lives the high life in ways terrible to receive. The five 
‘the’s’ is the memory trick.    Perhaps. Nazississm, Stalinissimo, with 
opposing kisses, kooked many. Mathematics teacher, survivor, gifted 
this.        He is right.

blind pupa
attaches to a live leaf
ripe for strange changes  

2
detailing a feminist geography, she revels in lit match power.

no lustre. no escape from no lustre.

yesterday. today. tomorrow. from gasbead eyes magnified, 
mouthblasts, gashwastes, none escape. she, with dissectors, bisects 
everywhichwhere nightmaredung rearing end of mating mare’s 
farflung tail chuttering her path with clutters of foul odours inside 
barren infirmity. unused mirrors break. blindness. ulcerating sores 
are ingested. unattended knickers fray. hysterics, high in fear voltage, 
range through guttural rasp gasps to highest of piccolo registers, far 
beyond the top level of what is attained by the tallest elevator. It is a 
nuclear programme in the composing. He is right.
you just have to, have to, to laaauuuugh with a lark descending. 
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skinny smile
for a  contraceptive
syringe  needle pricks

Then, after belting through black and blue, comes an 
improvisation on a major device. With faintest of wind, butterfly 
wingspread uplifts, eyes flutter. Air vibes crumble in high-level rills 
of polluted disunion, outcome of transparent deceptions. Restacked, 
a charred shadow of a crumpled burnt shadow unfolds. Each knife 
stab quirts blood. He is right.

sweat freezing, sweat unfreezing, bowed, i wait.  we all wait.

mistimed heart
in remission
head shards shoot into space

hysterical, she screams: “i’m chair. i’m chair. i rule. i rule the agenda 
outofcourt out-of-court.” “you’re cheating” he sings. “i rule” rolls by 
louder with a deepening bass in line with shapes of spit. by hook or 
by crook an item that failed a deadline is forced inside. set in stolen 
space, it is how another meeting will start. scared children, wanting 
to happy-scream before the throne of The Wizard of Oz, freeze. 3 
months later, Minutes of this day will be doctored.     He is right.

confused meeting
inside their traumatic space
an insecure sound

3
A peculiar moment. Horrified with public disbelief, she is seen 
without clothes. It just happens. No, don’t force the science. Stare 
at her shabbiness shaking with out-of-shape rage. A sad body. Sadly, 
not erotic or attractive. Sadly, not a naked body about which to wax 
lyrical. A modest price for misusage, she is still nobody’s idea of a 
main squeeze. Scratching sight shut, watch through craggy vision 
her scragginess drip into a cerebral image somewhere between 
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nakedness and nudity. “Naked means to be deprived of our clothes 
and implies some of the embarrassment which most feel in that 
condition. Nude carries with it more elevated ideas: the vague 
image it projects into the mind is not of a huddled and defenceless 
body, but of a balanced, prosperous and confident body, the body  
re-formed.” said Kenneth Clark ¹ He is right. 
Met John Berger growing a more underground perception: “To be 
naked is to be oneself. To be nude is to be seen naked by others and yet 
not recognized for oneself. A naked body has to be seen as an object in 
order to become nude”.  He is right.
In that moment see memories of Euan Uglow’s Zagi, more 
anatomically exacting but less precise than Lucien Freud’s Girl with 
a White Dog, Philip Wilson Steer’s post-Impressionist Seated Nude, 
the Black Hat; René Magritte’s Dangerous Relationships, Ron Kitaj’s 
Yellow Hat, Picasso’s many variations on twin, linked themes of 
nakedness and nudity. He is right.

4
As quickly as they had come an unblushing crush of images go. 

Now a black canvas smothers her clotheless body. Still shuddering 
it begins to smoulder. How much of our flesh has she chewed, how 
much spewed out? How much time has past? How much left? See a 
black-lined face.  He is right.
 

enflamed mouth
before lipstick turns to blood
she fails fails fails us

¹Kenneth Clark     The Nude: A Study of Ideal Art  John Murray 1956
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bit of a mystery

communal female
there are no doors
nor do bells work

 
looks to left. looks to right. rings top apartment bell. below, in 

a row, are five others.
inside, sleeping women fidget. strain pierced eyelids open. 

quickly shutter them down. return to personal segments of communal 
fidgeting. 

a second, a third attempt again imperils their tattered shapes 
of sleep. her pressing finger is more insistent. undertones penetrate 
overlapping flesh. heavy with breathing, erratic movements perturb. 
every touch closes them closer. in one throb their disturbed moan 
sleep is relinquished. huddle into a secondary formation. a left hand 
finger of their pack elder drums rhythms. wearing a translucent, wasp-
patterned headscarf, she waits. leaning sideways she looks through a 
scattered curtain. sees a puzzle reflect. makes out a white queen-size 
goose-down duvet over a white queen-size bed.

fly settles
groups of wasps
form a ball

Yesterday. He sits one end of a church pew. She sits on a publicly funded 
semi art deco bench placed at a well-known designer puzzle-side of a 
special manicured park. He tells her “It’s over. Can’t go on like this. I’m 
sorry”. Muscles fill with an elation of relief. For days he has rehearsed a 
number of scenarios. Now it is out, loud if not clear. Still he sweats. His 
body surges through a top down shiver.
“But… I don’t understand”
He looks beyond overlapping branch functions. Can feel blood 
transferring in an unfamiliar way. 
“What is it? What’s happened? I thought we were, are…”
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leaf falls
he is not sure
it is the right time

He knows what happened but it is too flaky to be truthful. Lips underpin 
fake language. Eyes are out of control. She knows she is too plain for him. 
She knows she gave herself as a short sentence full stop to that brief first 
date. Knew she knew she would. Knew trying to hang back would fail. She 
knows he is attractive to more attractive women. Passes through another 
side of his transparent denials. He never enjoyed it as his special dream 
led him to believe he should. Never told her about his special dream. 
Never would. All he knows is her freewheeling hurts. She thought they 
were a pretty good item, as these things go. Now she cries. 
“I can’t talk about it. No, there is nobody else.” 
 
again presses a firm finger. with technological softness, electronically 
oiled doors part space. gap is insufficient to squeeze through. sparse 
skin again stretches.

bed mode 
she cannot break free
until a collapse
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blind id

honey fingers
on a sticky patch 

of her cello colour face
blue harebells vie

with pastel butterflies

young. blind.
“yu r blynde? blind you not to c sea curves of lurrve. yes, I do mean love, 
luve luv lve love. you to have me want. want feels so flesh of my desires 
to be with more of yore flesh turn.  yes, sir. yearns. squirms. yes, learns 
blind how not to be.”

four cellists
thin lips press together

as  tones deepens

prime. blind.
“So relieved east to west it easy is to northern southern ways into 
every many crevices lead to flame hot juices. Hot flows down ravines. 
Not to see U even under rose sheets raised. Not to see into she of 
through her blind feeling. Not to tears notice. Pain blind. You, I, we 2 
together wave blind blanket of our blind? Too blind to. Too overwhelm 
to. Cannot care for looking to see answer to. Answer this is for sure. 
You understand to care of my needs? You need before i give.”

two cellists
 express trains on

their opposite bows

middle. blind.
“are U blind? cannot U see how this side of equal hurts because i love i 
love i love i love  i love U through seas of tear waves not so misunderstood 
without which is life no more inside anything that can enter a flow of 
juices to slow down unless death is intent for you onto me into a hole”
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“Blind am I not to want to end blind in open-up operations yet to be 
clear of sight outside. Inside clear. See harm loves you. Sight sees what 
gives in full. Never ever for granted taken before my stubborn spots 
of blind. Never to lose U. Can for want of sight in blind id. Probably 
more if only if only if only if only if only if.

wings he Baroque
she Bartok joins into

one is blind going

old. blind. 
“Two still try. Move to try. 2 operations to Will away Lear. Not so 
blind feel.  U see my distances long. We together make us inside a 
frame built to sameness to difference. We see or I blind too much to 
see how much still too blind to. Will be to journey to end. Despite 
old. Despite blind. Intimate younger into memory hold. Into end 
that light ends that insists yet there is no other beginning. A flash. 
Another. Light of another maybe. Maybe not yet in of sight last note 
long of cello.” 

blind musician shouts
deep under blind green earth

blind id 4 we two
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c   o    l  l     a      g      e
   small picture 
   of many parts
   bits overlap 

Fashion-dressed child sits astride top of a fashion-conscious 
pushchair. Grandparents in tow. He wears a creased mackintosh. 
She flickers inside a rain grey cardigan, torn, ankle length skirt, 
skimpy glasses. Significant pushchair is his to handle. Hers is a 
purple, screaming pink, electric green, red plastic tricycle. One 
smiles. One does not.
Blonde mums, miniaturised by black 4 X 4s, hit school run. 

Gales beat out grieving sky rhythms. Clay-drenched, watercolour-greens 
flap. Two wild phoenix splatter into each other. Spring lovers preen, 
sigh, tie roots tight. In gloom parts are crucified.

  trembles of reed
  on a river bank curve
  night of no scents

“the limits of my language are the limits of my world” said Wittgenstein. 

I wonder. Sometimes. Not often. 

His left hand variations. Imagination to the fore, such speed of reshaped 
imagery is remarkable. But care, CARE is needed. Just for stringing a 
few variations on a theme around her neck, inserting nuts and bolts down 
throats of half-awake daffodils, her blurting out in his best of times, rain 
rumpled by an awkward sunrise, worms failing to see inside root darks, 
a hanging offence arises inside an unrisen phoenix.

A fuzz of midges juggle cubes of space. Movements inside a 
pattern familiar to hyperactive lovers are too self-contained to be 
interested in space ballet shapes of midges. An earwig at every 
autumn apple head, inside each dahlia colour.
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   scissors cut wet green -
   obsessed boys girls and ladders
   create a collage

1st

S/he are sensitive to each other, perceptive about each 
other more than themselves. Both, differently, are feline, 
able to purr across spaces, defend their highs and kiss 
fears to sleep. Their empathy particles cross fertilize wild 
experiments with each other. 
2nd

What goes on upstairs that makes her so vulnerable, so fragile, so easily frightened, 

tightened, heightened, so quickly hurt, that tackles his thin skin 
into touch, derails her reassurance? What makes their river slow 
grow into an indigo colour flow bewildering even to specialists in 
such an open-ended field?
3rd

Both rail against railway lines (except when travelling by train).  
It is simply a matter of their being too urgent, too harsh, too 
unset if caught in a cul-de-sac. 
4th

Look, there’s Harold Pinter, centre stage, still pausing 
between layers of a David Hockney stage set.  An 
auditorium half full with a limited audience. Up high, a 
singing poem vibrates into his illness. He doesn’t move one 
iota from one interval of deathly detachment.
5th

a choreography of wind music whistles grey brown earth clean of dust. 
they know a ballet is being performed before their eyes but, blind, do not 
see rhythms. outdoors, they may as well be underground so brown are 
their mouths, so forlorn their eyes. 
6th

Irregular strips of sharp colour, up to and including a 
stretched horizon, mark the yellow Rite of Spring.
7th

burning with you, i stay asleep. across hillsides, snow 
freezes, fossilised tracks ice into reflections. flaming lips 
do not melt inside forces.  moisture glistens in veils of 
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mist, appear at our edges. it is too sparse to germinate 
your passing egg. i shall remember this moment that 
burns us to red ash.

 
  cold pear blossom 
  disordered circle 
  of ungreen grass
8th

Near blue grass is rough cropped. Her hair, more ecstasy 
than fashion, bends against a dyed yellow blouse collar. 
Tenderly, delicate hands conduct Mahler’s 5th Symphony, 
fourth movement. Poignant beyond tears, form softens 
baton’s upbeats, downbeats, their every each way beats. 
“Can I sing it?” 
He hums. An unruly look stops his gritty sounds in mid birth. 
Eyes closed, she pursues a mime life. Her white skirt is a wild 
river that flows transparent in a subdued wind. No longer 
does dust clean away from brown earth. 
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“This is so much better than unknown immortality or a 
nebulous gift of nebulous virgins in a nebulous Nirvana” he 
mouths into a pose of intellectual anger. 
“But you can smell almond in these gorses.”  No, this is 
not acceptable to an aromatic area of false promises. 
“Was it you found someone’s fire-sale adjective?” 
“Yes, but it belonged to a mouse, an injured mouse. But 
it was a noun I put between its thighs. Even though 
slotted in, the unmotivated creature didn’t respond.”
“Oh dear. I’ll settle for a hammer, a rose petal, a few slides 
up and over disconnected thunderstorms”.
“Well said, Doctor. Now rattle my nasal bits and pieces 
into a subtle set of fragrances. Go on, then.”
 

glued stars spread
his one movement symphony

mourns her loss
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cøиηЄctϊon 
in one of many circuitous Art lessons, he said: “everything and anything 
is part of an indivisible whole.” it doesn’t, at this moment, seem like that.                  
there is still a connection. just not like it was.

drawing evolved from friends holding unspoken ideas in common by Richard Stine
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could that i were U?

younger old lion
organs safely small
a slight transgression

In adult races to Repress, she wins. Even though himself not 
a subscriber, some believe “Practice Makes Perfect”. So be it. I 
cannot imagine anyone with more reason than she to practice. It still 
depresses to sear fragility into a wayward storm with no chance to 
also experience after-shocks. On a stage of sound-bite flattery spin, 
she flutters. Forever self-indulgent, he cannot maintain such levels of 
forgetfulness. Daydreams deplete. A thousand knife cuts anger. Says 
she has no choice. No way to circumvent it. But where does it go? 
This mountain, built on hungry foundations, knife-edges, avalanche 
aftershocks, burrows inside a dark cave coven? Where does it go? 
“You indulge yourself. Can’t begin to know how much i love each soft 
edged word, head into heart, rough polished, half carved facet of U.”
“I know, I know. But still can’t take it like you. Too much. One miscall - 
I’m gone, lost inside a salt sea mangled sunset. Sleep never cleans.”
“You’re a real blabberer.”
“What? What are U talking about? Is that what’s called a…?”
“Shut it. You’re giving me a headache. Stop it. Stop.”

Throw snapped pieces of limestone into a sand bed of shells. 
Flickering outcrops of gulls fluster over concentric circles of fish-
shadowing waves. In reflections, watch U become coils of water. So 
in love, i try to hold on. Weaken into an insubstantial voice. Vaporise. 
Evanescent rainbow colours diffuse. See U float away in similar 
dreams of Albion. Anaesthetic masks protect us against hurt, even 
from invigorating pain. Could that i were U.
 

tough grass weakens
hear something different
in a change of tone
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disconnected bits?

heart shaped mushrooms
move to face
a moon-safe night
maidenhair
stretches a smile

It rains a lot; snows a lot; a lot explodes; hurts a lot. 
He smiles a lot; smiles at strangers who avert their eyes a 
lot. They wonder why he wanders back streets a lot talking 
to or smiling at an unseen partner. He is unfulfilled yet 
smiles as an unfulfilled part of him makes itself known; 
smiles warmth at mutton aged women. 

We smile at him smiling at them. They smile pincer 
smiles back at us. Our smile dips. His raises breast 
thermometers. Theirs uplift his temperature.

Thermometers made to rise by a smile, like it’s a 
recasting of those long dead rearranging their images. 

Even on bad days his smile reconstitutes; even smiles 
at funerals. Says “because it really isn’t that bad.” But his 
smile grooves into much that is unbearable. He stares 
down at an oblong space. Says “she is settling into her 
new shape”. Smile pruned, he adds “That is a very special 
space. That shape defined me.” His fresh smile should 
make others smile. Now it is on a lunch break. 

raked tea room  
makes sounds of water
fall behind hindsight
filled grave space 
stifles his smile

it is an unusual restaurant. no, not because today’s customers are unusually 
white, but because they have a halo of unusual white hair surrounding 
their own wind reordered shapes. in carefully planned ways, those ancient 
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white hairs travel close to their own  halo of safe waves. plate glass windows 
display twisted lengths of valleys, dense formations, slabs of river, craggy 
mountains that descend to a grass valley base that extends to an unusual 
restaurant where a backroom tearoom offers solace to those incapacitated 
by internal blubbering. outside, pendulous leaves tear or rip off, tattered 
by sun camouflaged winds.  a man who smiles is absent.

dawn aromas  
follow each other  
caked blood 
of a dead mouse
and parallel smells  

Once upon a best day time ever, sky an uneven middle blue, light 
lines swerve tips of wheat into a beige-yellow wave. No hint of clouds 
forming.  No off-stage noises. A wet path smells of early morning, of 
ravens stabbing an eyeless rabbit, of hawk wings that umbrella a fear-
paralysed swallow, of black-backed gulls rising in elevated curves, far 
from even a random shape or entangling smell of sea shore. Winds 
carry through thinnest of dimensions, a gentle push into a river 
magnifying a smile wandering off on its own. Here there is no melting 
point between where day begins to where it cannot be prevented from 
being a very best day ever. Bright, it reappears even brighter, more 
intense when opened to brazen shapes. Luminous lights spread over 
an internal island. Wands sparkle. Melting air swoons. Stars fire into 
fir forests that melt into jagged fields of frightened frogs picked off 
by Ural owls. Hen harriers cannot differentiate between these and 
their own shapes changing into book illustrations. His wistful smile 
is morphing into granite.    

under water torrents
fish hide from
an unknown danger
gannet screens
a torpedo dive
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enigmatic illusion

 upside down table
 like the chef in this weird room
 it is painted white

“Wear my head on the wrong side of this upside down room. Smile, 
eyes tight closed, as dreams fly around a town loom. Rest beside the 
grinning face printed on a glazed screen that halos behind-the-scene 
balls spinning with behind-the-scenes splean. Then it goes on strike 
– my head, I mean. You take off with a bucket of roses, feeling sore. 
My aim, I’ll be open about it, is to bed you – and more. So, again make 
roses do most of the work. Sometimes the illusion sticks. Sometimes 
you enter the trick. With a full-mind wrist-flick, I flip attention to 
culinary ideas, a combination not so difficult to accept. Sex? Cooking? 
An upside down table? Three legs of different lengths? Where will it 
end? If you lend an ear to bend an answer out of an enigmatic illusion 
one person not to approach is this aroused chef.”

 “with hand on heart
  i                         U”
 her   dubious    eyes
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even time dreams 

1

Every glossy spread lipstick asserts lust time. Every bedroom 
corner is confirmation. Straight lines contort into arabesque curves. 
Lingeringly forms, faltering edges, slowly rise until little more is 
left than unfamiliar love shapes. Leftover bits expand into whistling 
rhythms that merge with her most amorphous attribute to kiss like 
she is lurching from being a beginner.

 her bed is India        there she lies        a pearl*

Lower down, beneath this time-slowed quilted duvet, passions are soft, 
covered in dust-free, unruffled duck feathers. Here, clocks breathe a 
space more regulated to adagio music. In a compact garden passions 
rekindle with a secret verve. Sun-tapped sap, sweeter than any petite 
pleasure, begins a slow move inside its own chameleon hourglass. 
Pushed by warming dew, it edges into every twig. Unnoticed, moved 
with honeyed thickness, lingering connections reveal. First sign is a 
pupa-tight pink hint. Then such a fragile lightness of uncoiling green 
leaves float above with a line of ants’ determined trail. 
 

without a word
without knowing why
we share dream exercise time
pink spread of first blossom
from copious sap 

Unnoticed seconds leave marks on an altogether different set of trails, 
regulated in scatter-pattern spreads of lilac.
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2

Ears pop, but we are still flying. Dressed in plumes, floating on 
repertoires, shamelessly winging possibilities from bedroom noises, 
we pass out of home. As we fly, watch wind back to front. Knowing 
grey/black will descend to cloud this, we speed up. Each higher 
level brings more resonance than any left in lower pastimes. More 
unnerving, unchallenged by all but a closer sun, it is still preferable to 
fly. We should know better than to follow such a flight trance. Nor do 
we, ageing hermaphroditic Icarus, show any concern, even as we pass 
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into a less controlled glide. Flames will consume any doubts. Soon, 
gripped by a static alarm, we will convulse. After a final expurgation, 
blues, yellows, greens will fade into their absence.

We walk home, heads still above daytime. Warmly regarded, tempted 
by her glossy spread of lipstick, we acknowledge those who thinly 
emerge. A slim man, a nubile woman slither onto my side of a mixed 
metaphor. Just able to remember one track, spinning downwards 
with helpless wings, released by flames, we kiss. Kiss lips, kiss gloss, 
kiss nipples, kiss, kiss, until such time as time again dreams inside 
a binary rhythm.  
 

tied together
we ride toward
our huge disc of sun
part of a factory roof
is ablaze

* Troilus and Cressida William Shakespeare
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excoriation 

want to listen, want to hear what this chair is saying to that. feel 
here is a once-in-a-lifetime chance of over-hearing table wood 
communicating with an old door bleached of suffocating paint.
 

Large Glass¹ cracks
 in the right places  

 the copy too

silent, She isolates.
Her eyes pin me to the crucifix wood of the floor. Randomly 
probing, they divide into dark estuary shadows, squeeze inside 
my most ecstatic fears. Job done, her eyes close tight, like 
stitches fusing disconnected bits of skin, like rivets that only 
flesh in flames can melt. She leaves, taking with her significant 
particles that belong to me; pieces I miss. I mean, really miss.  
why?
i only ever saw her once again. but once again those translucent eyes 
stripped me bare, even. body runs away, but her fixed look remains. 
unexpected guests, i on one side of the reconstruction, U on the 
other. Large Glass. ‘The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, 
Even’. i am pulped, will, through all time, pour through that  symbol 
of a coffee grinder; complex love machine that can never work, that 
frustrates those who join in, who want more than desire. joined 
without contradiction, empty of each other, we remain, and forever 
will, unresolved protagonists. i alone. U alone. we even yearn for 
what is not possible.
 

even he knows it    
 iconography of sex

always comes between

again again again U writhe, turn me on a spit of indulgence. again, i 
bare, U stripped bare, smile back grimly, even.

¹ La Mariée mise à nu par ses Célibataires, même    Marcel Duchamp  1915-23
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falling apart

older branch
slightest shift of grey bark

reveals its secret

Sorry, but I did; Last night twice, once again this morning. I know 
that is not even close, but those voluptuous years are extracting 
unfair retribution. I always believed we were together on this. 
Now it seems there are two of us in here. Sure doesn’t make it 

as easy to recipe the right mix. Less explosive, too. Why are they 
responding like I hardly recognise them anymore? Overuse? 

Highly improbable. After all, that is why fantasies have nurtured 
them all these years. This is their job, their why, their what, their 

raison d’être. Can they really have an independent decision-
making facility? If so, why? Yes, I would like to know. They should 
be single-minded about what they do, never give up on me. After 

all, we have been comrade activators for too long to split up 
now. Anyway, not for such wimpy reasons: slowing from overuse, 
accenting wear, staging longer hermit breathers, put up Do-Not-
Disturb signs. Enough is enough. There has to be more elevated 
reasons. More worrying is that I can do nothing about it. Strong 
Invisibles, like black matter, are at work; helps them to give up 
some of their ghost, pull down a shutter or two. Still a part of 
me, they remain that part falling apart. Discover it by default. 
Pictures that matter fractal, little by little, separate me from 

what I am, who I am. It is a slow burning signifier all is not well 
inside my architectonics. Building blocks are no longer resisting 
decomposing mortar. Only an illusion of solidity, splitting hair 
ends, a graven image nervous of fall, fall, falling apart remains.

older lover
rests an unfocussed head -
vagrant images disperse
just as a helping hand
is about to reassemble
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fly unsteady

I look at her. She looks at him. He is trying to fly. I look at him. He is 
trying to fly. Arms flap up, flap down, like over stimulated wings. Runs 
to a cliff edge. Walks back, head low. Again flaps arms. Faster. Runs 
faster. To a cliff edge he runs fast. Faster he runs. Breathless, does 
it again. Again he stops. Again. Again close to a wild grass, cleaved 
cliff edge. Feet cover in brambles. Weeds cling to calves. Scratched 
feet skin, close together, drizzles blood.

Looking at a hazy sun struggle to radiate into a cloud-fuzzy sky shoves 
vision into insubstantial spots. Such light dissolves his rapid arm 
motions into cloud flesh that is bone become wings. What he does 
resolves into acceptance. What he is begins to mist. Sunlight aura 
unfastens forms, reshapes definition. Faster, he speeds. Wild grass 
rustles. Pink heather bends. His speed pressure makes him change, 
makes a cleaved cliff reverberate. 

caught in a sun spread    
man-made wings hover   
over open space

Cliff behind, his closed feet become a rudder of spreading feathers. A 
birdman silhouette drops below remote cliffs. In a swooping silence 
it readjusts. Into air, high above cliffs, high above sea, a featherman 
glides inside prevailing thermals.

Through wet eyes a wavy-edged door opens. She holds my arm. 
Turns away, leaving behind disunited contradictions. I look at her. 
Glistening, she looks at me. He flies into a blur of whitened heat.

   unsteady legs
   awkward cormorant takes off
   from a sea-based crag
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GOLD

GOLD
OlD GoLd dOG

GOLD gOD

Winter. Walking her dog. Helped by a low-cut Venus sun, gold-
tasselled scarf, elimination of all Weltanschauung thoughts, she keeps 
warm. A handcrafted, gold-coloured dress wanders an inch or so 
below an ochre overcoat. It waves in time with steps that move in 
line with vagrant images. Room, walls centred with open fires, seven 
colour, hand-painted but fading William Morris wallpaper, him at a 
watered-down piano ostentatiously playing Gymnopédie II just too 
slowly, she laying waste to words inadequate to most subtle of tasks.

With no visible cause she lifts her head, now covered with hints 
of gold. 
 

GODL OLG DOL
DOLG – OLD – OGL - GOL

  GoLD God
 

Gold language. Retains onward, upward beat of winter. 
Dog takes another line for a walk. Talks gold again. Again. 
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½ Price Sale – up to 70% off

snow into slush
a thousand pair of shoes
meet at a Sale sign

Here she is again. Flitting-in-and-out-bits-of-her-are-here-again. 
Here-I-am-again-on-an-unsteady-chair-again. Waiting. Looking at 
scraps of fleshly bits struggling behind varying pieces of shaped, ¾ 
closed curtains. Waiting.
I say “Yes”. I say “No”. I say “Maybe. Yes, try that one on again.  
That’s good. That suits you. That works. Fits you like a glove like it 
was designed especially for you.  That’s it. That is the one.” This year 
stars may be with me. “It looks good.”
“You sure. I’m not sure. You’re not just saying that? I mean… the brown 
is not really the brown that goes with… Doesn’t…”
“It goes”
“It’s too dark. Perhaps I’ll try this one on again. You don’t mind, do you? 
I might as well get it right. You sure you don’t mind? Put these back for 
me. See if there’s a size 14. No - a 12. 12 and 14.”
Who minds? It’s a repeat performance, a record replayed. “No, of 
course I’ll come. Can’t think of anything better to do at this time of 
year? I’ll come. I said I’d come.”
“Let me try that one on again. No. Sleeves show too much arm.”
“OK. Try that one on again” raising an involvement level a tone or 
two. “It suits you. It really does.”
“I’m not sure. I’m not sure I have enough vouchers.”
“I’ll pay the difference. Be daring. Be different. Get it!” 
“You sure?”
“Yes. I’m sure. I’m sure.”
“Is it in the Sale? Don’t think it is. Leave it. I’ll come back. Need to be 
sure. Weight. Need to lose. Coffee in Debenhams?”

January Sale
same indecisions morph into
same decisions
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he loves me he lovess me knot

 he loves me YES
	 but	he lovess	me in KNOTS
 he loves me how to k/NO/w

i pull out     another white petal    from a  weak skeleton 

he does he does love me
does he or does he not love me?

next petal  over my shoulder  with a painted tear

daisy petals  tell the truth
they do   he does   he must 

you are deconstructing that daisy
WHAT?

you’rekillingthatdaisyiloveU give it here 

    w h a t? i love U lots of knots

i love U         iloveUtoo           what?          “i   love   U too. i  do
what do petals say? what?

U love me not love don’t love love U do I too

 clutch each other     skeleton stems      drop to earth

 I say he loves me
     iloveU  Ulove  me   YES?    
                               NO he loves me NO
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her half silhouette, again

he throws a half look
towards a weekend mirror
even more half shapes

over her shoulder, through thin spaces between curtains sufficiently 
thick to resist winter, he looks into snow dust. not a concentrated look. 
can only see undigested quanta he is too paralysed to act upon. his 
head is again ignoring saturday evening hubbubs of vanilla yoghurt 
coloured youths about to catch a dress blown high, limbs akimbo 
woman they have again thrown into the air. he decides, as so often, 
it is their evening to act as they wish. what has it to do with him when 
he compares it to familiar happenings inside his cigar-shaped room? 
not very much, he decides again. her half silhouette is always there, 
releasing into other dusks. it loses focus, gains wider spread, makes 
a fragile edge. again, so be it.

in filtered light
again her half silhouette
only half there
where, he again wonders, 
is her other half?
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her     his¹
 
her hair warm floating  
her wider eyelids open
her straight nose idea
her nude skin cheeks
her neck
her shoulders
her arms
her back
her front
her middle 
her onward down thighs 
her calf’s shapely
her naked foot steps
  
        anarchic textures   

              her understated body                    
                             starts to    b re    a k up    

      
behind lights of closed theatres, lilting clouds push lilac to catch 
up a sun’s closing shadows. hidden inside sounds of waves 
lapping, feathers fall in drifts. milk floats away from cats cheeks 
in slow motion, away from babies sucking, from grown-ups falling. 
branches break back, break down. black blows harder over white. 
sand, sea lured, purrs under a strange pull of dogs circling each 
others’ tails, while deaf eyes reflect slurred reds. liquid colours 
creep through crumbling songs into bouquets of stars that gather 
above rain needles. shrieks pinpoint his muddled gaze as closing 
curtains begin to incarcerate. sewn into shade, his luminous body 
ebbs. dawn musk floats toward a dervish dance as newly streaked 
colours mask a dry sky. his body paint cracks.

Incomplete she,       a blurred landscape        of imperfect forms

¹ based on André Breton’s poem Union Libre 1931 and Pablo Picasso’s a  propos Dora Maar 
(also based on Union Libre)
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 1 horse   2 sea   3 typographical rocks - roughly

untamed sun
shines throughout chalk nights

a horse rises  

an already distorted day only starts going utterly wrong after 
steamy snorts of a horse are mistaken for sounds of a steam engine 
as it flattens a steam rising sand beach. steamy waves smack against 
shore rocks at an unusual angle.

a linear horse gallops across an angled landscape,  flapping 
tail roughly parallel to sea edge slope. going downhill, eyes wide 
open, wild main split in two, a side view is unstoppable. 

not caring whether sea spreads wide or dips deep into 
roughcast seabed, this static stallion’s movement gallops into it, 
leaving a now undulating shoreline behind. he does not stumble on 
rocks. three layers of collage. three layers of solid horse,  mobile 
sea, invisible base of graphic lettering, are as one. neither sinking 
nor swimming, it simply runs out of space, out of frame, out of 
comprehension. in that emotion flavoured ride onto a specially 
unprepared canvas, there is a flatness. 

cheshire cat smile –
yet not entire
yet not entire
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house odours – a preparation

small romance
left in a house skeleton
smells different now

“Yes, I visited. I did live there for seven years”.
“But why would an old girlfriend be living there? Why did she ask you 
to visit? Why did you go?”
Nerves wedged between a cleaned car, memories of her special scent, 
how he would explain that he kissed her on both cheeks.
“You WHAT!”
“It was nothing. A light ‘hello’ kiss”.
“Yes?”
 “Mostly surprised at how different her odour is now. You know smells 
can make me feel sick. Every room, every carpet, toilet, wooden floor 
smelt of sick. Air saturated with smells of stale or mushy food, of 
diarrhoea, acidic nappies, piles of mould encrusted clothes, ancient 
socks, dust.”
“How could you bear it”?
“It was horrible. They didn’t seem to notice. I was nearly sick. I mean, 
really.”
“Ma pauvre cherie. Ici.”
After removing a multi-coloured scarf just gifted him she, closing up 
her box of daily fears, kissed him on prepared lips. 

deep breath out
with hints of that special  smile
all’s well that ends well
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i sometimes wonder

what keeps the stars apart
and at such a blinding pace

i sometimes even wonder 
how heat beats heartbeats 
at such a broken place
contain so seamlessly
each piece of flesh 
that carelessly folds together
or make straight lines
into something curving U
squash inside a half umbrella
or cause rainbows to disperse 
through luminous rain 
that only lightly soaks
or how i am able
to float a heart inside juices 
again and just again
but i can i can i can
i sometimes even wonder 
at cleavage shimmer heat  
stocking filled wonderfuls
and pubescent waterfalls

i sometimes wonder what keeps the stars apart
and at such a binding pace

grass flattens
stars stream through night
as fingertips touch
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in a sweetie-pie land of pipe-dreams

        an image tangle
            of pinky soft marshmallows
            feel sick already

“Why should I change the shape of my dreams? I like w  h  i  t  e.”
“Because they’re home-sweet-home embroidery inside aerated envelopes 
posted to a land of sweetie-pie pipe dreams.”
“They don’t do anybody any harm.”    
“They suck shmaltzscape lollipops. No. You have to stop this tricksy-
traipsying approach. Far too many furrows that lead who but you knows 
where. It isn’t difficult. Wriggle fingers free of stickiness. Turn from 
blindfold tendrils that wrap you up in goldthread. Watch that tender parcel 
whose promiscuous pattern is too pre-Raphaelite flowery. Dissolve it 
from you.”
“If I climb a rickety ladder towards washed ceilings will bloodstains 
clear? It is so mysterious. Complexes of tangles just bang into each other. 
Same as yours.”
“But I can already fly through lean air into your burrows.”
“Pardon me. You’re talking a shelldream? Listen. Hear the sea?”
“id ido idol. But your nighttimes? Waste no more time on them. Stay 
away from pristine white patterns of lanterns that turn with twisst over 
colorours briight of deep hhuues. Let go. Go white of breath softer than a 
sleeper’s whisper. Go to cleansed house. Make germ free. Wrap in aerial 
whiteness. We, in white vision glazed, hide colour odours germinating 
suspicions from open basements. Beware, I tell you. It is white   
w   h     i      t      e   as Snow White.” 

   
         soft ground wilts dreamscape
    meltdown of wraparound shades
     diminish in  w    h     i      t       e 
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in someone else’s somewhere map

he travels alone
confusion between

this persona and that 

from this school to that makes this school an old school and me an 
old boy which at 11 is an unsung unusual. As this school is close-by 
old-boy-council-estate-network-youth-club opens to me homebound 
from that school. top and bottom is best of worst of both. not this. not 
that. betwixt. between. belonging. yet not. slip from light into shade 
back to light.

this strange school network guides to someone else’s somewhere 
map. suppose it is to make them from this more like them at that. 
odd-job money helps. remains a problem. another. exams at that 
school overspill sailing waves. always too little money for side effects? 
never. punishment for leaving this for that?   no. gullible fish device 
net? no retribution. going from here to there is all it takes. betwixt 
and between. estranged. exaltations of wave travel. all is that is all 
there to this can be.  

clean head and body
final examination
before a new test

alone. later will alone go. will go. alone. alone greet. Meet red envelope 
black splash covered. tear to open stick stuck slit. instructions. red 
ink on paper marked. alone to read. not lost. instruct for me. inside 
of instructions. do not lose. do not lose sight. do not lose map words 
of colour shapes into lines of arrow signals to point of centre target 
or fear all is lost. all clear. siren unsounds. sky map fills with gulls 
with pitch of crawww desires. Atlantic warm sweeps air. stings with 
sounds of uplift. heart glide beats a short surge of minor withdrawal. 
anticipate to air waves with violin. cello tuned strings moan.    
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  slip walk sand 
   in silence of star  tuned night
           movements  dance

empty site low lit. noone nowhere to meet. to greet. no sign. warm 
of day rests on glow layers. wait. alone. walk to steep dunes deep. to 
sand slip sliding. terse grass long follows curves of dunes like flesh of 
curves in extended nudes. to peaks. to stand. to watch. to hold a slit 
star inside eyes lit to match. to feel good alone. to silhouette. close to 
upping dog licklaps at solid sand sliding. wants to play me down. stand 
firm in unstable sand egg timer. loud batter of boom my heart.
 
alone with a moon 
sudden change into
dream of flesh made new
 
no more thin of shape. stands. there. hair straight fringed. looks at 
me. so close to. to silent night up close to. to straight mystery close 
to. still silent. still eyes unlink into my clothless. points a reforming 
map of melting sand. naked feet undulate shadow down a wisp of 
wavering dress. thin to nude. into naked slide. no more of moon 
lighting cover. you will win. accept my. supper savours in particles 
breaking into edibles. unquestion luscious to uncare. desires invasion. 
tight to tremulous breasts of burning. so still wanting this ferocious. 
beyond that danger zones of but yes to what excess you do. do to end 
of nights. swallow unwrapped me. skyline bobbles of bodies slithering. 
sandpress into grains that sink in moans. heat squirms another side 
of a punctured night spiked by kiss fever. taut over wanton screams 
hand closes silence of breath. her curves sweep into one dune flow 
onto another as to us swallow. sand pushes in shapes. we hollow us 
to disappear. hallowed groin of dunes. raided surface flurries pepper 
sand. angles scurry. sound whirls patterns of sandmined lustlove. 
her dervish dance sucks into me. fuzzy stranger moi pauvre amour 
serration. language sounds echoes better than before.
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sand piles dunes up
    in them he naked hides 
     as she shape changes

this movement rearranges identified never ways in maps of days gone. 
days to come. change of map into different lines. new waves of detail. 
granulated sounds configure old contours blushing into edges floating 
on a geography exposure. that is this random escape of honey-blood 
made from foreign parts of her pulled apart pubic brain drunkenness. 
reasons stranded.

this is not just any new arrangement. a woman does not cavort in 
that nude way. she walks tidily. she walks in composed uniforms. 
she walks with smiles that trim. she mystifies. she coordinates. she 
it is who nightly kisses goodlightnightly through lips. she is not one 
who even in flux can sidestep into goodtimenight naked marauder 
disguised with lips powdered cheeks blushed twinkle layered eyelids. 
she does not lead maelstrom quicksteps or sweep sand aside like it 
were just sand. why should she make an unendurable happiness so 
unimaginable? she welcomes inside incognito. welcomed she is so 
inextricably? why make a map of this not that? she  makes a new road 
form that stretches into years of function.

from this to that school
chess clock diversion
leads to sandcastle love 

washing with a mad sheen of always last nights rain she is responsive 
to every innuendo until such time as i make that her this her. another 
her body horizon explodes into new her&her&her sounds of tautness 
jerks until muscles fall apart. us not quite two subside into tangle. 
swerving deep into sand waves she again on me wrapping as if we 
might belong fleshtoflesh forever beyondevenever pushing into until 
a hard tip of soft tongue-like encroaches pink shadows of moonlit 
yellow burrowing retreating touching beyond covetous protections 
of curves. secrets pull me like a magnet from where shapes of spasms 
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begin. i could never send you more roses this meeting inside that 
shifting sea of amorphous sounding flesh made to moves so strange 
by such a gift. one final moment. still close so dark so dripping rivers 
of sand we laugh beyond hysterics until every bit glows with aches of 
it. pant in warm time with darkening night. flow to colder lines. lie 
still. forever still. still in sand. clinging sand still moves. fills. deforms. 
reshapes. nighttime wins back a different light. undream one. this 
forever night changes forever. still time in which to lie forever. forever 
dream of a memory. no more this school or that. no more young old 
boy. never memory of before this after that. what happens tomorrow 
dissolves. reds adjust like red down covering an alchemists mercurial 
gold inside someone else’s somewhere map. her somewhere below. 
inside a richness of plush moonlit pink shadow on silver plated sand 
i somehow saw she was no longer looking with lust-tattooed eyes of 
light light blue to whiteness of white but of a life lost. for my part it 
is difficult not  to fold away sugar-coated looks. remain blush hints at 
rose-heart words that tints that taints so much yet to come in today’s 
tomorrow. 

never will return to sandpit games of a landscape train engine 
rushing from a living room fireplace on a track of enigma variations.¹ 
licklapping woman inside a shadowy flickering silhouette that moves 
onto hysterical laughter. drifting sand sags under new curves of a 
tail-wagging bitch acting out with this young visitor. sometimes alone 
with that. until there is a full-stop to an old-boy youth-journey. maybe 
even not.
 
this start is that end
inside itself a corm babe
senses quantum change  

¹ René Magritte – ‘time stabbed’   1939 
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inheritance 

travels with nothing
but a backpack
a new gateway

She has been married. Lives alone in an inherited cottage 
separated from a afon Teifi long curve by a wild meadow. Inherited 
money, so need never work for it. Genetically blonde, natural waves 
bounce against cheeks shaped to propel easy smiles. Late end of 
thirties, weight loss results in a figure that balances bone structures 
with sensual curves. Local men, mistaking this and her single status 
for sexual need, are wrong. It is casual, unexpected meetings that lead 
to her unleashing. Although timing is unpredictable, she knows these 
meeting are less than unexpected. Doesn’t know why, but believes it 
cannot change from what has happened ever since forever.

he walks toward
a lost café
finds a new smile

 
My latest newest hiking, painting experience. Thirsty, I knock 

on her invasively climbing rose front door.
“Can you tell me where there’s a café?”
She looks from a quaint angle.
“A long way away. I’ve homemade orange juice you can have. It’s 

free.” Her large smile beckons. Like one half of a captivated Hansel 
and Gretal there is a choice, but no choice. While she prepares an 
orange juice drink, which changes into delicately aromatic tea, I look 
at antiques, postcards, samplers, objet d’art. They fill, spill, overlap 
every shelf that embellish all 4 walls. 

Soon, porcelain teacup in tow, she leads me around. Not saying 
anything about their genesis, she lets me hold any piece. Feel teapot 
surfaces. Handle with care. Each room has an individual style, most 
noticeable in three small bedrooms. Yet, overall, there is an an 
unquantifiable unity, a delicate homogeneity. 
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Even though touchy-feely, she is relaxing and comfortable, 
making it seem that what is happening is as it should. In that precise 
moment, I am blind to it. For goodness sake, how long have I known 
her? Forever, of course. Sit on a two-seat sofa. Knees touch. Hand 
held. Eye-to-eye talk is animated. More professionally brewed and 
delivered tea. She asks purring questions. Tell her what I try and 
why, my approach to processes, to visual problem solving, what fails, 
how I select for development and progression from research sheets, 
incorporate accidents into emerging work, toward a final piece. I 
enthuse. She glows. I am in love. Not just with those slightly wet lips 
whose glossy lipstick is beginning to lose a red sharpness, but also with 
her white teeth, over into nipple-led breast sway. With less fervour, I 
ask questions. She, whose true name I will never know, talks of two 
major interests. Both surprise. Both are addictions. 

hot day
two winds gather me
into themselves

 
First is the 1967, 6 day War. Softly, she notes it matches 

Godfather of Abraham’s world creation timepiece. She repeats Emil 
Fackenheim’s 614th Torah Commandment: “Jews are forbidden to hand 
Hitler posthumous victories”, Ahmed Shukeiry’s declaration “Those 
Jews who survive will remain in Palestine. I estimate none will survive,” 
President Nasser of Egypt’s Cairo Radio message that “The battle has 
begun. We have defeated Israel on day1. We will conquer them in air 
and on land and destroy it forever. Bid farewell, Israel.” She retells how 
Israel ‘stole’ a Soviet MiG jet fighter, same as those used by Egypt, 
Syria, Jordan. Unlocked its secrets, Describes how this war was won 
on Day 1, following Israel’s pre-emptive assault that destroyed over 
400 aeroplanes before they became airborne. Told how, 2 months after 
losing, Arab Nations said “No peace, No negotiation, No recognition.” 
I am in a state of information-induced aphasia, not because this true 
blond with light blue eyes and retrouseé nose, with whom I am in 
love, has such detailed information, but WHY.
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Her second immersion is Teapots. I knew this by how many 
she has, how often a new blend is brewed, each in a different teapot 
served in other shaped cups made from different materials. I am told 
names, primary country of origin, tastes, smells and crunched sound, 
best length of brewing times, what comprises frisson. She knows 
everything about tea bushes. WHY? 

Then she reaches for the topmost teapot. It has an obese shape 
coloured in line drawn decoration. There are strange fairies with 
skeletal fern leaves for wings, and shadows of different shapes from 
ephemeral, thinly painted bodies. There are dragons. There are more 
unrecognisable organisms. It’s lid looks like a chest of drawers. She 
pours from an elephant trunk that sways, first this way, then that. 
There is the slightest of knocking sounds from inside, more of a 
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giggle, as if reaching out from a distance. As fluid diminishes so its 
pitch increases and chest-of-drawers lid starts to shake. She pours. 
Her cup overflows. Not falling, it evaporates. One of those fairy-like 
decorations lifts away and drops onto our table. Like a newly fledged 
butterfly it remains an evanescent three-dimensional shape form. 
This androgyne slowly flaps insubstantial wings into a more realistic 
event. It is learning to fly. I’ve read plenty of fairy stories and none 
mention problems they have risking a first take-off, how to use wind 
patterns, or how to land safely. This castaway tries a gliding take-off 
that completely fails. A nearby chaffinch with wooden legs helps in a 
rather indifferent way. It is describing how to take off from a running 
start. Fairy-like object tries. Nearly succeeds. 

fat violinist
fast change into a cellist
who can nearly fly

She has a Victorian harmonium, which I play. Legs pump to 
squeeze air into hidden bellows. She stands close, pressing softness 
as each page of a Bach Cantata is turned. Despite even this flow, 
everything remains below some level of substantial, surfing spaces 
between spaces. Only she knows I will stay tonight, submerged in 
her honeypot brew. I can no longer distinguish what is conceivable 
from what is not. She seems not to recognise we are out of kilter with 
everyday. Perhaps we are not. Maybe we are inside a war-mode, tea 
flow extension of her psyche, an unusual expression of her addictions? 
I accept it might be an imprisoned part of her living from living 
mostly alone. Do not understand any bit of what is happening. What 
is happening? Perhaps tomorrow I will slavishly follow her long river 
curve.

   one white rose function    
   propagation of it  
  inside a teapot
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inside there is a kind of outside path     U walk it

longing     tobe     togethertogether      not in this picture

talks to a drawing
hides inside invisibles
and silent shadows
although not in the picture
i am close          watching
shadow of U shrinks
as it walks away from me
whispering about it being
a gentlest way 
of us seeing        isn’t it?
as an aside
cup and saucer are mine –
cloud kind of metaphor is not.
they are there for us both.

shadow glistens     with a shy smile     U glide from an edge

inside a line frame  
angled ink and tones  s  t   r    e     t      c       h       out        
kind of clouds outside
inviting you to share 
a kind of dream drink
in a distorted cup
full of rainbow glitter moons.
it means you having to leave
or me enter a drawing. only
duchamp       joyce 
klee                einstein 
picasso  and  christoph gluck
knows where that miracle may lead us
lead us           lead us
a shadow touch      moist lips push waves     sprout buds

between drawn flesh
and an unseen voice
an innocence     even now
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it works!

black canvas 
collides with a colour hailstorm
loss of head faith

Eyes wide open, a pop-art fashion wannabe makes up her face. 
Sits. Her heat hides inside a casual drift of maybe semi-action. With 
little energy loss she kicks off shoes that fall onto their sides revealing 
a map of a National Park printed on thick rubber soles. With no 
intensity she stares at a broken line drawing of a naked child holding 
a doll, it’s head burnt by a scented candle. Drawn two days ago. 
Since then she has drawn nothing, painted nothing. Lying on a burnt 
carpet, legs spread, eyes stare upward. Fingers drift under a flimsy-
skirt. Inside a disassociated space she starts to loosen connections, 
begins to freewheel, letting words, images, ideas collide, run wild. 
Something disordered will kick-start her into meaningful action.

upside down
she stares at clouds
that move backward

After much mind wandering, she draws sheet after sheet with 
her difficult hand, forcing unfamiliar pictorial techniques, surreal, 
even mad connections. She recognises that moment when paucity 
becomes abundance, impalpable drift from this state moves into 
that, when amorphous sensations, implausible polarities turn into 
useful product mixes. Then she pours paint onto canvas, lets colours 
randomly overlap, uses squeegee, palette knife, fingers, brush, 
watching for semi-decisions to solidify. Only then are prohibitive 
ropes cast onto her scrap heap of uncertainties and indecisions. This 
is how it works.

Sometimes she returns to taught processes. First, like 
brainstorming, she generates a mass of drawings from research on a 
specific theme or range of ideas, concepts, untamed line movements. 
She follows up with decisions that limit range but which develop until 
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a few more promising emerge. A final group resolve into one executed 
work that she flimsily hopes will close in on her ideal – Mozart’s final 
movement of his final symphony. For her, far from being an answer, 
she hears it as a forceful assertion of a limitless creative universe.

night actions
ruffle of shadows
sink into snow shapes

Sometimes, this approach is dumped in favour of another hero, 
Henri Bergson. Via him, her emotions flood longer, more often than 
she remembers in her teachers. She knows they are a cave source, even 
though this way leaves broken rock holes through which rush hustled 
waves. At such times she writes lots, (later shredded), dowses in sex, 
plays with a weird bunch of alter egos, searches out differences. 

When asked, she answers, “I am an artist”, not helpful if enduring 
a numb, blind period. Mostly, it sorts itself out; a slow process, a 
waiting game through stretched out lows, outbursts of pulpous spots, 
periods of dressing in outrageous clothes with patterns cut in wayward 
lines more suited to a broader shape. Sometimes she masquerades as 
a young girl holding a doll, head section burnt by a scented candle.

Long-winded starting stance is a method that, for her, comes 
highly recommended. After messy days of disjointed actions, 
cleansing red rain clarity dispels doubt. Decisions made, radical 
changes implemented, covered in paint, wearing maladjusted clothes, 
hair frothing, lipstick free lips moving in tune with critical musical 
mutterings, unaware of treading on paint-loaded brushes, she is, once 
again, inside the action. It works.

inkblack sea 
floods an 18 carat starfish 
pansies change colour
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it’s an insult to pigs and a creative gay – 
it is their way 

furste of tidal nighte 
compleates weaves of dual soundes
sande sweeps wone away

Dear ickle Stanley, of atheist purity, lowliest member of numero 
uno dissenter’s difficult tribe of kreatiff sceptics, I will telle of a jaw 
droppling and wondrous evente. After that, hush!
 

Drove hundreds of miles for another Meeting.
She said “WHY do you?” 

bullfrog filled air
expands before his pouch splits
deep pitched alarum 

“It has GOT to stop. It is NOT NOT NOT funny. It is wrong. 
Immoral. It has got to stop.” A real suck-and-blow-job of a 
swellow bellows out of a square mouthtrap. 
“On behalf of female members, attacks on our values must stop.” 
“But many letters from… Love it… look forward to…from dull to 
laughs” I bumble on a bit. “They d d don’t.” kind of insists buddy, in 
an alliterative alternative to mangled sound. 

Time to float, like how was taught. Bypass clucking hencoops 
where roosters in a rut roost heat, lay, hatch, erupt.  

square man  with square mouth
squares up to words of humour
square face squelches squirts

“Are you listening to me?” spurts a spitting mouth, squirts Mr 
splitting rock cave, this humourless, insufferably dull man, sometimes 
almost a blackguard¹ I don’t respond. Watch him drift into insincere 
sincerity slip into a comedy of caricature. Listen to a jumbled influx 
of word images, half sentences, entrances, exits, turgid eruptions of 
Wagnerian machismo. His rant goes on on on on on on  on  on   on    
on   on   on   on.
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 “this boor teaches. imagine this primordial ogre of joyless grit  teaches. 
teaches. ickle lickle pigglelets look at me on knees, brain in trough, 
grunting, i apologise. forgive me this little piggy says to that little piggy, 
‘let’s go to market. let’s be stripped. let’s butterfly-like’. surely there is 
nothing sadder than sight of a mud covered  homoiousian fast slip-
streaming behind sanctimony. look towards piggies. they nod. yes, they 
did say it. and more. but nothing so memorable. Hand on heart, I 
apologise. Forgive. It is an insult too far. But he really is something else. 
‘this guy was moulded by a reworking-of-results, smouldering god on a 
wet, wet, wet fog encroaching Sunday’.² Persuaded to fade by irreverent 
Gargantua, François Rabelais’ adventurous giant. another noisy beast, 
but funny. Makes to laughs, like ‘this collared bullfart is a shitlet fraud, 
a belly-bumping pong, crimpy-wrinkled-finger-pubicfumbler, a bum-
wiper foolosopher, a slurp farter, a sufferer from lenten deprivations, his 
intellect like snails slithering out of a bed of strawberries.’ i look at him, 
impassive.  eyes teeter”.

near dead apple tree
chockerblock with hooded crows
more alarm bell rings

Blankness. Time compresses. Suddenly absent. Lacerated space not 
hurriedly filled. Only a busy cube remains to stain silence.  
Time to act. Time to time a top-toe to tiny exit.

stand apart from him
from across a shaken field
lambs bleat

2

Watchful eyes of artistic hunks. Show Private View card. Smiled 
through. Love, love, love much work. Across the room he winks. I 
weave back a threadbare wave. Say nothing to each other.   
Back to protected hideaway. 
“Bought it when Cohen brothers sailed into their American dream.”
A hideaway, a mystery, with a small, tactile garden hidden from 
everyday ebullience. 
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“Didn’t buy it as a Studio. Too small to work in. Stay for London 
Exhibitions, Private Views. That sort of thing.” 
Chunky minders do make it seem small. But not THAT small. 

Sit drinking camomile tea. Trawl historical connections. He 
holds three ripple pens. Changes to fine line ink pen. Looks at hearing 
aid. “Harder now to hear Operas” he mutters. 

whispers to a pen
which transforms into lines
drawing completes

‘Hunks’ have backs to us. Two squash a sofa. Another, long legs 
open, lounges an armchair. Watch TV tennis. Any number of ‘wows’. 
Even more ‘aahhs’. “Jeez, jus luk adat beeuuteefull aaarss”. Takes 
a telephone call. Upset. Friend’s ‘Retrospective’ slated by critical 
buddies. “He is such an original. The paintings are, are…you know his 
work. Relate to them with literature, language.” Phones him. No reply. 
Pours tea from a delicately decorated, twisted teapot. Remembers 
a prestigious prize. “When ar wun Guinness Prize, it pissed them 
Graphic boys off.” First solid laugh of a gentle evening.
“Day I turned the wheel of that very heavy Victorian Press?” 
“Yes.” 
“Hard work”.

between drawing
talk, tea, enmeshed smiles
an aria

Telephone rings again. Loud American voice. 
“Yur zeebra hed paintin’s souwld for 345000 stirrling”. 
Continues half-finished drawing. 
“That was a lovely day. Do you remember?”
Gouache painting. Quickly done. He says nothing. Still gives me 
goose bumps when I see him working. Working silence.  “She paid 
£80. Lived well for months.” 
Stops drawing. Flips through a birthday present book. Stops at  one 
four colour reproduction. Even so disguised, it remains a stylistically 
inventive image. 
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“It’s nearly thirty years ago I painted that” 
On a near empty page he draws. Watch his hand like I watched a 
filmed Picasso use lines of light as a pencil, like an illusionist creating 
new image combinations from an empty void. 

belief suspended 
  a conjurer
reveals his tricks

I know adultkinder who believe, to make art, they are 
Intermediaries of a superior force. If I can nearly slip into this marshy 
maze, how much harder is it for them. His is no puppet hand. Hones 
skills, works emergent possibilities every day. Even more. Makes it 
seem easy.

Helps me put on coat. Touches collar. Am given things. Walk to 
electronically controlled gates. Hand-in-hand. He kisses. A long kiss. 
It is his way. He blows an open-ended kiss that floats through years 
of some meaning or other. Nothing seems to fix to anything solid, 
anything literal. We are edging from conscious to mythic, to removal 
of masks displayed to others. Another windborne kiss. Slightest of 
finger wave, then…
      

in concentration     
lambs suckle      
home is far way

at end, I say ye must open this tale again from beginning, for it 
containeth things of farre higher value than that box did promise.  
One inch of joy surmounts of grief a span… ³

verily yours trullie

Dr François Rabelais

¹ almost what T.S. Eliot said about Percy Bysshe Shelley

The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism - 1933

² to misquote Raymond Chandler in relation to Boston USA

³ Prologue, Book 1 Gargantua and Pantagruel,  Francis Rabelais 1653
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just a glance 

sea                       river
salt water fresh water
we touch with a glance

Electric green lines of seed murk a squashed dusk. From high 
points, a waterfall repeats dangling loops of sound. Spilling, they direct 
a downward toss of spray. Female folds welcome heat-frothing spurts 
with newer ones of rock pulse beating. Moonlight is metallic. Silver 
shoreline doglegs close to a river’s blurred end. Overhanging branches 
crackle. Coaxed into parallel vision, sunset into horizon, each fanciful 
image becomes an event. We close in on a moment of enlargement. 
Receding, splits appear in green lines of electric seeds.

eyes just meet wet fashion shoes             move further away

Jostling shingle reshapes. Black shine of her buckles intensifies 
as she nears. Girded town intimacy is no part of this abrasive sand-
into-oyster jangle. Glance up her sleekness; rich blacks except for 
translucence of a sculptured face. Her eyes are not looking at anything 
worse than a subtext, a complex of postures of intimations. Beyond 
anywhere close to here, effacement approaches. Simultaneously, she 
seems to deliver an intangible, important delicacy of intangible. 

Close, she glances. Little more than an eye shift, it is within a 
blink of vanishing. Devoid of anything solid, her thin look passes 
without sign of recognition. Yet it seems so full of promise, like 
everything is packed inside one glancing gesture. 

Defining waterfall now loops silently. A vague presence, she 
passes through split green lines of a dusk horizon.  

electric shadows
inside a tulips inside
night cast in new ways
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highest sky
ignored tree
grows into a ladder

l When young, he knew for certain there is a mobile 
a ladder to the stars. Less certain whether there is one 
d for each of us or whether we share The Grand One. That is  
d of less interest than being twinned with one that grew to life  
e in his moment of expulsion from her Eden womb. Every 
r day he is reminded of the compulsion to climb at least a couple 

of rungs; more when Composing  a note, word or
t line. At such precious times the ladder blurs into his form 
o while he slides into the ladder. So intertwined are they, their 

existence can only be negatively sensed by a series of
t small firework-like explosions of multi-coloured splinters,
h human smile-shaped. Never the scale of going to school or
e thrashing arms in sea water, he images the ladder at some 

moment of every day-by-day. Every night is a rehearsal for
s a light-time series of events, some explosive, others just
t incandescent connections to so many unseen stars. “I will
a never look down at sharp rocks. Subtle wolves, ravenous,
r howl into my climbing silence. I will never look up. First
s sight of that first star will turn me into an emergent slave 

trapped inside a shaped weight of rock. After the last blue 
of sky, last slim of moon, beyond difficult listening, harsh 
teeth, tunnels of light joined to mysteries of stars spreading, 
I will reach another end. Doubts linger. Of course they do. 
So does a fear of falling. But I am in no doubt that, in ways 
almost inexplicable, the rough framework of events is again 
redefined”. Sheltered devices fall from their taut flesh in a 
never-ending downpour. Planting while climbing changes 
so much in so many eye-widening ways. Once he said 
“Degenerate Mother nature,” retraced into a prayer-like 
whisper, “Mother, regenerate nature.” He is not going to be 
pushed off the ladder by a single sound slippage. Makes the 
effort to climb more of the ladder rungs. A fading disturbance 
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is not a misshapen touch of you. What hurts are sounds of 
bleeding feet pressing down on the next upward splintered 
rung of a ladder to the stars.

he climbs higher 
mouth opens wide in song
while night crowds with stars
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levels of Ocean

make believe ocean
waves with attitude
batter fish

an Ocean fills her from inside out. overlaps into our room. 
gently at first. slowly. low waves lap gateways. entrances, exits, 
splash silence into the ear of the room. water bound cubic 
space shortens to a reduced shape. chair legs, table legs, her 
legs, mine, begin to reflect. slowly more water makes islands 
of us. she wraps inside it. breathes. bobs to the top like a cork. 
nothing floats free. under water nothing is solid. she, covered, 
ripples into fragmented layers of salt crystal beautiful. 
displaced, she breaks into a kaleidoscope of patterns. A 
spread image shimmers. Slowly, it all reconstructs into a more 
absorbent surface. still some way from completion, waves grow 
in size but rise more slowly. what sort of person, i wonder, 
would construct such a tightly sealed room? not a drop 
seeps beyond any edge of its close-knit space. what feminine 
structure is able to release an Ocean like it is a dam slowly 
opening, inexorably filling? cloned goldfish throw themselves 
out of the water. continuous air drowns them. pushed, circled 
lower by air currents, they fall back into the slow rising water. 
except one who hurls up with so much released fear it hits, 
then sticks to a gilded plaster ceiling surround, solidifying 
onto a sculptured Relief pageant of Greek gods, goddesses 
and Hebraic script. large rococo-framed ceiling mirrors 
reflect only a discordant image. before taking a deep breath 
one final time, a rubber begins to erase room and contents. 
a quick glance at her succulent body wiped clean. i can now 
leave – backwards, wet head first, cut toenails last.

putty rubber
unknown hand slides it
from side to side
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love is

nowhere a shadow
in these touches of laughter
her crinkled hollow

Airless, a speeding spinning top that bedazzles mustiest of heads. In 
one or another guise it is their touchstone. Today an emblem of self 
worth, tomorrow a byword for bravery, a mad drowning in a range of 
felt-tip pictures. At this moment of detailed flesh it is a jumping from 
a high cliff into a deep sea.  Beyond is filled with placid fish that, in an 
instant, turn an everyday search into a blood curdling attack. Here, 
distant from cerebral safeguards, a broad band of sore emotions reigns 
supreme. Tentacles of rawness entangle agitated highs, important 
lows. No time to sit on a woodworm mottled fence. Heaving sea is 
too tumultuous. Waves flood with rumbustious vignettes. Separation 
is devastation. Merging enflames expansive landscapes in which two 
Icharus figures fly closer to our sun’s centre than their disguise can 
apprehend. Love is description of this particle. How to explain, how 
to understand? What beyond?
   i love U
  i love U, too
   i love U more than that
i love U outside numbers, inside insides of our great paintings, of 
blood moaning, beyond reflections of mirrors mourning, alongside 
living veins that centre blades of grass, that conceives conceptions.

i U

A telltale story for many. Yet few can live in such an intense 
atmosphere for more than a moment. At its peak, if you belong to 
that group who beat Icharus twins with sun spears, even shorter. Beat 
them now. Beat them again. Again. Again. Once more. A gain.

with silken touch
probe inside her geranium
a sun moon merger
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love is in the air

aghast look 
face adjustment
just in time

“I did push the tumbler.”
“You didn’t. I was there. I would have felt it. I felt gliding. I felt...”
“O.K. Not pushed. Wanted you, so I glide guided.”
“There are easier ways? You could have…”
“Could have what?”
“Like I wish you could do it without cheating. Like it was… ”
“Your husband is downstairs with my... The evening is designed.”
 “I didn’t know. Really I didn’t?”
moves closer.  moves to hold her hand into a cuddle. 
“It’s not as if we haven’t been here before. I want…”
“So do I. Of course I do. Just thought it was moving on. It’s been lovely, 
but…”
this is unexpected. love is not in the design. steamy, hot sounds of 
passion, shunga¹ positions are what he wants.  wants it to be in codes 
she can read but not interpret. no more sidesteps to unravel. wants 
to undress her now. NOW.

heavy book     opens
on a japanese coupling
colour page contorts

“Love is in the air. Can feel us floating inside it.  If you did cheat, it was 
for... Did you really guide the glass? The air is sizzling. I’m burning up. 
I’m really on…”.
when their jigsaw completes he is covered in wild waves, swimming 
for his shark threatened life. gurgles. froths. bird song darkens inside 
his also burning body. she, helped by a helpful gust of wind, is lifted, 
breathes free of everything. downstairs is a charcoal drawing of an 
upside down glass tumbler sound, gliding this way, then that. 
“I can see that baroque sculpture of Daedalus and Icarus. You know, 
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the one you spread fingertips over. Antonio Canova, wasn’t it? You 
said how much they related but how far apart they would always be. 
You said that.”
“Yes, Icarus dreaming of flying, ready to accept the risk of failure, of 
cremation in order to fulfil an ancient dream”.
“You said it sums up what artistic independence is all about. I really 
liked it. I liked you for saying that”. 
a particularly poignant piece of his requiem rises with a mirrored 
sigh. he sinks. she floats her eyes. she drowns. he, too. her voice, 
released from sand movement at the bottom of a transparent sea, 
murmurs. 
“Feel it. Eat it. Taste it in the sound box of our eyes. Hold it in the swaying 
of our hands. Breathe. Breathe gently. Listen. Again. Can you hear it? 
Listen, my love. Love is…love is… love is in… in the…is in the…love 
is in the air.”

perfumed breath
he listens
to  what she hears

¹ Shunga   is the generic name given to the major genre of erotic paintings, print and illustrated 
book works of art of Japan. The literal translation is “spring drawings”. “…he shall be the servant 
of the awakening of spring” – (from the publisher’s prologue to the “Poem of the Pillow,” an 
album of prints by Utamaro, 1788).
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love sincere death

joined to a curved bridge
her feminine shapes
deflower

A1 gushes under. Bend of this long bridge. Seems unending. 
Unexpected. Some drive it too fast too often. Often, someone’s 
someone is decanted. 
 
Immigrant nurse. Catholic immigrant. Instead of a wrangled body, 
tied flowers replace. Said she was not driving fast. Said it was a skid. 
Said other things. Road closed. Priest conducts a service in her body 
space.

catholic ritual
wants her body and soul
to resurrect

Police signs, used each time, ask for witnesses. For weeks they blow 
over. Each time angular metal reconfigures. Each time he places 
them back on the pavement.  

It is cold, wet, Christmas Eve dusk.
 
A darkly clothed man cleans away even remnants of mud.

bends into bend
masculine tears are ironed
inside him
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of crustaceans who, too, get born

night moon
limpets born
to rocks

Inside a saturating mizzle newly born crustaceans stick to host rocks. 
Moon tides, an early morning procession of fish bone waves, bird 
filaments, grains of last night’s dreamy wind, wave rim pulses, footprint 
debris, distil but cannot disturb such glued closeness. Even if there 
were a sense of smell, of passing sounds, they have no eyes to see, no 
ears to hear. They are craven to a treadmill of crevices filling. Every 
day, every night, they compete with salt water that empties, refills, 
again empties. Know nothing of much else. It neither drives in nor 
drives out movements of a young girl’s breasts in a long running day. 
Such a varied pace of wind-suckled nipples in nights turned to gauze. 

cove haven
problem of tides
that hit and miss 
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one shoe one drawing only

1

day of soft greys  
long ago yesterday  
all black and white 

Stand in a paper-strewn room in a corner of which is an upholstered 
chair martyred by changing shapes of my grannymum.  In one hand 
hold a shoe, in my other mothers’ drawing of that shoe. Through a 
window see gently swaying apple, plum, witch hazel, walnut and willow 
trees. Can almost smell sweet scent of crab apples. Stare into cracked, 
mottled green covers of fallen walnuts that, even at this special time, 
still hide what’s within.
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2
 

garden haze
surrounded by wind
a twisted tree

Grannymum is dead. “Found her sitting in that twisted chair as if she 
were about to stand up. Only she weren’t. Only she doesn’t”. That is 
what I’ll tell them. Will say “My mum was dead before I can remember 
even her lips. Now my mum’s mum is dead,” “Yes, yer were very young 
when yer mother slipped into another time. But don’t fret, don’t worry, 
granny is here. Granny loves you. Granny’ll look after you. Granny’s your 
mummy now. Everythin’s goin to be jus’ fine. Everythin’s dandy” And 
she did. And it was. She taught me to brush out her grey hair tangles, 
make apple crumble and piping hot casseroles and all sorts. “Why did 
my mummy slip into another time when I was too young to remember 
even her lips, grannymum?” Grannymum’s eyes glisten with seeping 
wet, brushed away with an inadequate finger. “I don’ know, darlin’. I 
jus’ don’t know.” Watch her mouth set. She never does tell, no matter 
I ask her times and times and times. Know she knows.

3 

Seventh birthday. Gives me a shoe. “Belongs to yer mummy.” “Where’s 
other one?” Grannymum stares through trees into a hot day of 
quivering horizons and harmonies of wasp music. “I don’ know, dear. 
Disappear. Like things do”. Eight, and my present is a drawing. “Yer 
mummy draw it. Took ‘er no time at all. Do yer know she near came a 
J’ovah’s Witness?” “What stopped her, grannymum?” “Your mummy 
were scared one day she might need blood an’ evryone round ‘er were 
sayin’ she can’t ‘ave it. Never saw her scared of much else. At ‘er end 
it didn’t much matter.” Look over at her deadness. “You don’t look 
slid over. Not ‘ow I imagined it. Not like crossed over into that time 
you said mum slid into. Don’t think I’ll tell anyone. Not yet. Not ‘til 
I tidy and wash and dress up. I’ll tell them then. After I’ve cried. I 
haven’t cried yet.”
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garden haze
starts to rise 
a tree fails

4

In a nearby room, on a painted floorboard, against a faded white wall, 
mum’s shoe stands close to her black ink drawing of it. Always seems 
solid, it standing on a foreground that, despite irregular shapes, is flat. 
Sitting on a floor cushion, legs apart, I look hard at them both, as I 
have many times. One shoe one drawing only. See nothing else. 

black shine 
of an unfashionable shoe
lost secrets 
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opposites nearly ever so slightly meet

winter warmth      2 slow rivers grow     into a log jam

“I want U so much”
“and me, too. i mean, i want U. I mean, really. Really much”

From opposite sides of a bedroom they exchange glances, smiles 
that go on ever so slightly too long. Sometimes she seems slightly 
embarrassed. He turns away as her pink cheeks ever so slightly 
redden.

“didn’t expect to see you here”
“No. Nor me you”

Puts down a drink. Puts it down whenever she appears from wherever. 
Having an accident due to an ever so slightly unsteady hand would 
constitute sufficient reason to end their subtle relationship. He feels 
this. She does not.

pear tree leaf   
raindrops pull down light greens
that magnify darks

Hardly ever do they speak a known language - puffs of breath into tufts 
of sounds meaningful only to them. Last nights drug mashed party. 
They share a bed with two others. Close but do not communicate. 
Only touch fingers glance lips perforate spread hair. Relationship is 
slow to grow. Tentative it remains unmessy.

Then she stops wanting him. He stops wanting her. Not so much. He 
still wonders.                    So does she           ever so slightly.

2 ageing doves
move close to partnership shock
wings flitter
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our rows

heat drenched meadow
two cultivated poppies
one purple one blue

U and i don’t often row. Not full-blown ones, anyway. Mostly 
good together. Doing things. Lots of variety. Never bored. But when 
we do they are party breakers. Have to be. ‘If they aren’t how could 
there be balance’ U say, not giving a toss whether there is or isn’t. 
Sometimes U hold back. Sometimes i do. U are better at it. But those 
sudden head angles, sharp upward glances, give way to pressure. Not 
a game. Those are close shaves. One whimper from me - bang, U 
are lost. Usually there is good cause. Or so it seems. By now i should 
have learnt there is nothing important enough to keep secret, learnt 
to be more selective in subject or object, learnt to circumvent. Like 
U do. Keep it under wraps.
  

upsidedown 
blood of a chameleon
next to her smile

“What did you say? What’s the main thing? I’ll tell U. Every 
flick look at every passing mirror tricks back attractions. How can 
they not notice? A blind person, smelling that skin, notices. Close 
or far away tones, flesh shapes, voice hues, eye colours turns me on, 
so why not them? What about your styles? What about those? And 
voice music. Makes anybody shiver.”
“You have nothing to worry about. Nothing. So let’s not go down that 
wasteful road again. It stops right here right now.”
“OK. But what about…”
“Stop. What did you say? You’re going to stay with who?”
“I didn’t say. I didn’t say I am going anywhere, staying with anybody. 
It’s work, that’s all. WORK.”

she whispers
he lowers a degree
to rough listen
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If a straight, hardwood stick can be misshaped, they misshape it. 
They misunderstand, mishear, misconstrue so much so often. But 
no one else makes her laugh so much. No one gets close to turning 
him on  as she does.
“You can’t say you don’t respond to a bit of flattery.”  
“Yes. But that’s as far as it goes. How about you? You lap up women 
you make laugh or feel good. Never say No that’s you.”
“Not true.”
“It is.”
“You would tell me if anyone…?”
“Yes, but would it make you feel better?”
“Don’t care if it makes me feel worse. I want to know.”
“I did. And what happened? Chinese burns.”
“What about you? Bottle it up. Makes it worse. Much worse.”
“i love U. That’s an end to it. Get a grip on it. Can’t begin to ever want 
anyone else. U have all of me full stop.”
“But…”
“All of me.  No ‘buts’. Besides, I have more reason to…” 
Begin to see swelling wetness. For nothing am making her cry. She 
sees more in me than I do? Does it happen her side…?
“Shut your eyes. Shut them. That’s it. Keep them shut. No peeking. 
Closed. No cheating.”
Your voice. Dissolves every me incoherent in time. It does it. Start 
U to feel with finger pads that start to beneath clothes to remove in 
slithering start to feelings become nude to cover with finger pads just 
finger pads everywhere all over into sounds of everything in motion 
while barely touching as i am yours to let U to let U soften out loud 
with me a desire of U into me into beyond every before that should 
happen happens as attraction as involvement as even union into even 
more than even that. 

je blow bubbles
U them morph into
a different moi
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Pablo? misunderstood misogynist? Never.     1

unique sound 
as he mates with a drawing
eight leaf clover

Misogynist?
Yes.
Me?
Yes.
All my life I have loved women. LOVED them.
No. You have loved love of possessing, loved stupendous images 
short-changed into everyday Creative sexual ownership.
You calling my drawings, my etched images OverTheTop?
You know what I mean. Let me put it anther way. It’s as if…
Stop! Hair’s moving. Still! That’s better. Nearly finished…that’s it. 
Twelfth today. I’m hungry. It’s time to dress me up in my Minotaur 
disguise, the one that carries off nubile, scantily clothed or naked 
girls, flesh sprouting women, goddesses etc.
You mean you want sex. I want lunch. That’s my point. You get it. I know 
you do. OK, but make it quick. I’m really famished.
Shush. Open your right leg slightly. That’s it. Still! Lovely. Bend your 
left leg. Yes. Great. Still. STILL!
Pablo. 
Shush.
 I ache. I must have something to eat before….
Bend your back. Still. Just a... There. Done….. Where are we? 
Work 24/7…mucho importante. What? Finesse? no time for… But 
misogynist? Never. Come here. Love your bits to bits. 

stag guards his harem -
rasp sound shakes coveted doe 
for a moment more
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Pablo? misunderstood misogynist? Never!    2

day starts again
now not so alert
to his mask

“he was”
“Was he?”
“yes”
“Was what?”
“a misogynist”
“What?”
“yes.” We were loved as in owned, possessed, controlled.

bee drone
body settles into
a carved flint cave shape

“You sure? You’re probably right. You usually are.”
“i’m sure”
“He creates so much, day in, day out. Always works himself into a 
state. Has little time over to work out how to…that doesn’t exactly 
make him a misog, misogy, misogynist does it? But, what do I 
know?”
“little, from the quaint way you move from in to out”
“He says slowing down is a punishment that would destroy him”

“hello, Monsieur Picasso. I love your priorities. No, not that. I mean…
ImeanIloveyourpaintings LOVE them”
“Never”

sharp pain impregnates
meanwhile string spreads across
half a melon
cut
into quarters
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phaaaaackorph 

goes pfuukkorf fukkawf –
dat wat am ee says at dem
oo soe doo luvz im

 

Ee never did gave respec or no even disrespec. Wha ee an da gager 
do is ‘dissing’ an abe reeee-spek. An wen ee’s face becum seerislee 
cuntort ee can oonly screeeech owt doze sownnds. An dees sownds 
are ‘fuaarkcough’ an ‘phaaaaackawph’. Dat am all.
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pleasure-ground meeting of needs

“feck” I do i do not say. “feck”, I hear myself not saying again. 
“feckfeckfeckeryflecker”
“feck? sphinck” U do, do not reply through smoothly lips wetly closed. 
you look a look that tells I am your almost cerebral bar of nut lap 
licking chocolate. 
“So lick.” 
a soft tongue. broad bands of eyes curve outrageously large, making 
them objects of unrestrained, untamed desire. with a heave, with 
soundless sighs, i despair into them.

loveful Marquisa      in your delidelicious eyes      i deepfill die*
 
2 of us. meeting. we meet. two of us whirl. two of us curl. two of mix. 
two of us swirl. match up. tangles of skeined silence. 2 of us delve. 
delve with probity. probe with none. encircle. lie on, spy on. fingers 
mingle a forensic tingle. touches jingle. wordless  meeting. meeting 
a need. meeting shadow angels. meeting friendly side of meadow 
daemons. rich veins of mined silence. together thread water patterns 
on together eruptions. together fathom together.

two 2gether   in bothway fling with feck    someway erection*
 
agenda item. 1 only. 
my clinical “sexual topography” collapses into
your graphic “sectchewall topofgrababitoffer mee.”
a meeting of wordless. vista of possibles. soundbites of piggyback 
sounds. us two agrunting, agroaning. a meeting of signs. a meeting of 
minds. a meeting of need for so long a part. the two of us together. 
meeting in need. meeting a need.
 

she my king    i her queen home in palace   we skivvy scour* 

* Dick Pettit and Stanley Pelter
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porcelain thighs

dyed blonde hair
inside her darks more naked
than GODIVA

Chalk drawn slopes of far hills crest fastest moving clouds a tangle 
of wind has thinned. 

In an anywhere cinema adventures forge on. Multi-tasking from a 
screen emptied of shadows sounds are skimmed by whimpers of a 
girl saturating a boy.

Lights dim before a time-filler ‘B’ grade film starts. 

With a short sigh she turns. With a short sigh he turns. Over his 
shoulder she watches images fast forward. He responds to parallel 
music. She lets him pass a finger test.

Porcelain thighs crest fast moving tingles a mangle of coarse darkness 
has rimmed.

Lights dim. High shadows also until starlight clusters shut out dips of 
chalk drawn slopes. Busy crests of film tip tingle over her porcelain 
swarm of sights.

flash of film storm noise
inside waves of photographs 
inflamed flesh ignites
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 puppet within a puppet
disguised salvia
buckles into another
wooden people stare
 

Underbellies of rain-drained clouds still a velvet pelt of grey. 
Invisible wind inside invisible flames inside an invisible forest inside 
him grows strong. A constrained puppet, arms bruised, arms limp, he 
feels some effects of a dangling rope. Each part of trivial movements 
is a separate meaning. Each part is a sleazy Punch, a battered Judy. 
Altered painted face details become stretched signals. 

Her masterful body performs with ease. She can contort 
compulsions while whipping him into a frenzy beyond intimate control. 
It is homemade crust of a steaming apple-pie finally being cut open. 
Aromatic concentrates rise free. He eats a compressed lump; tastes 
like he does but more feline, like a leaf leaving summer behind, or 
sun as it abandons light to sink behind packaged cloud underbellies.

grey sunrise
much to exercise
before it sets

Squinting, in pain from so many taut strings, unable to hide from 
a dulling conciousness, I am more or less undone. Outside bitten edges 
of an overused stage, legs, arms, mouth, move in ways that distract. 
Hands flop even as arms stretch. Ungainly angles enter. Misplaced 
knees bend thighs. Neatly carved ankles awkwardly twist. Smiles 
buckle into scars. Head droops, hangs to one side. 

Brisk heart beats behind a harshly carved chest. Valves open. 
Feel them shut. Listen for grumbles. Hear none. Walk away from tired 
intentions as only I can. Whenever strings network into grounded 
ripples, I make her flawed parts buckle into a scatter of shapes. I walk 
away. Always do. Your wooden pumpkin heart, bereft of muscle, is a 
helpless song. Crimson light fades. At yet another end of pier we are 
alone. I climb you inside me; pack us away, still squinting.

audience recedes
string after relaxed string
bends wood hiding clothes 
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shortest of moments
heat shadow

disappears into sky
  parachute fails 

Sun drenched, watch an evening grow. Small, glide to where sea 
sounds collide. Walk a bent beach. Silhouetted, with shapes throbbing, 
I break into a distorted distance. As a contorted walk begins to float, 
you flow in waves. Disunited planes  begin to reassemble into shapes 
more solid. A fragile skirt, sea soaked, clings to curves heat soon 
dissolves.

See a walk into froth-shaped waters as if an accomplishment, 
which, in a way, it is. Here, a mirage head disconnects from wet, 
sand-covered, toe-spread feet. My way is different, but I sense your 
tensions, your pleasure at solving interconnected problems. Here, 
possibilities race from routines.

Witnessed your suffering as you, too, stand witness to such 
sadness of those who seek decay. On this hallowed beach, dissolving 
in dancing air that dazzles, we leave alone those puzzles that reek of 
death. Want days of unevents, but fill them with treatments, acts that 
corrupt, puzzles that tangle.

This beach quivers. Hair is nonchalantly out of place. Unplanned 
(because that is how you are on furnace beaches) you untuck, 
unbutton a flimsy top before discarding it. “Wearing it” you said, “is 
feeling drugged. Topless means separating from myself, walking into 
a magnetic sphere”. Try to understand.

Soon, laughing solidly, you are back. Fast nude, your edges steam 
in tune with a wood fire. Weaving a dance to some internal music, we 
move around a shadow-relieving space.
“I am three Graces. I am Io who will birth a calf-child. I am Venus, 
mother of divine Cupid and man, Aeneas. I am your glimpse into 
another country, your excuse, your surprise, your harsh playground. 
I am all this. Still completely yours.” 
“i know.” 
“Do U?”
Ready for night contusions we dance, are delivered into bed.
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“Well, do U?”
“Of course.” She badly needs that answer. “Of course” I repeat.

lemon cast moon
moves an angled aura
clean tide turns

Through night windows clouds flicker between layers of 
deepening blue-greys, ribs of mauve pinks, green streaks. Only now 
can they vaporise into unfocussed dots laid onto a black screen. An 
ocean closes down for a short time. Not even simple fractions of day 
can sign an oblique signature. Before a flourish of moon sets to work, 
lines of waves become a flat plane.

no hint of storm
shocks of lightning
reshape her problem

 

It struck close to where she had undressed. Closer than I am to her 
now. Sound of it froze as if made of nothing more than a skin thin 
lining inside a shortest of short moments.
“Listen. That’s it. That’s what I mean. Do you hear it? Do you?”
“Yes.”
“Can you hear it now?”
“No. Not now.”
“Hush. Listen. It’s the… There. There.”
“Where?”
“Missed it. Gone. Game over. From breath to finito in less than a 
blink. Can’t afford to hesitate. Imprecision is acceptable. Uncertainty 
is not, can never be perfection. Can it? Canvas is black, black, black 
spreading mauve edges. Yes, it is. Perfect. Yes. Masterpiece of a 
darkest of deep secrets. Yes, it is.”
“What is?”
“What is what? Time to unravel now.  Time to sleep now. Sleep.” 

beach fractures
a boat of naked scents
wait to wash away
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sleep duo

her body   so warm   lightest   of snowfalls 
  
His leg bends to ensure a knee rests on her 3 dimensional swathe of 
curving, tucking between, beyond dark hair.
 
toes touch   warmth of silence   between them
 
She wears everyday, sometimes bed-black knickers. Sleepy, a just 
extant thought flickers. Telepathic message suggests this position 
is first in a game play towards something, if not grandiose, at least 
indicative.
 

  presses closer
  two boats of naked scents
  this body filled night

She feels his sleepy leg in its new position. Knows there is a cushion 
of safety inside her everyday, sometimes bed-black knickers. Knows 
she is not so young to need fake a response to his undemanding need. 
She no longer feels oddly fragile. Breathing remains as calm as before 
this comforting weight pressed into her sleepiness. 

  further beyond 
  than he can ever see
  just staring at her

Both keep eyes closed, content in their separate knowledge.

           he drapes 
      her nearly naked body
 long stemmed snowdrops sway
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sleeping with a sleepless rat

there is a noise        
a rustle a scratch a gnaw       
he opens one eye

inside that strangely unfamiliar but comfortable house in which 
not everything works. Moon’s silver casts no more than thin light over 
a quiescent village nightscape. Only as slow clouds begin to unwrap 
does a glaze of dawn open blankets. Husks of light hint of dawn.

Trees sail by on crests of angled wind. Struggle to open shuttered 
eyes. Wafer skin of a thinly coloured bee sticks to an outer aerial of a 
windowsill web. Attachment is so slight. A breath would do.

In this newly slimmed darkness edges of sugar beet fields imprint 
with tractor tyre moulds. They sway with rain-filled shadows now 
modified to just visible ice skimming from edge to edge.

He turns into curved darkness. Feels for breasts tucked inside 
warmth. Easing close he fills her curved back. Wants to answer sounds 
of a distant owl carried away by disappearing stars. Wants to thermal 
snuggle. Wants to say something silent to a pulsing neck.

Cocooned you are not offended by persistent sounds of a rat’s loft 
movements. I will say nothing. Wonder how it knows not to eat poison. 
For your scared sake I wish it would. Blurb says it’s a pleasant way to 
go…a softness a gentle drift into silver. Why else would you have bought 
it? But this energetic rat knows even light passes painlessly through its 
skeletal structure with no jaw stopping effects. 

Outside wild grasses sway as they catch dropping willow leaves. 
First thrushes enter today. Above you a rat is running wild pressing 
into your rough dreams. Only now as you wake does it recede inside 
a more rapid breathing formula until there is nothing left but a 
distinctive sharpness of an alarm clock dringe dringe dringeing.
  

more noise of a rat 
inbetween that and this effect
i wonder what if
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slightly scented short lived words and roses

answer machine      fills with her words      more dead petals

Wordstumbleout, fall over each other, knock against his shirt, damp 
trousers, lifeless shoes, as they try to earth themselves.

today

Here a man with a spade digs a deep hole. In a recipe of clay-bound 
soil, leaf mould, compost and wet mulch, he buries roots of a hybrid 
tea rose bush and a fettered mass of swirling words. After a thorough 
soak he feeds them with linguistic fertilizer.  Leaves are left to their 
own sweet and sour devices.

letters  post themselves to earth  mailbox for roses

For a single unusual day, and with no scientific explanation, an 
abundance of slightly scented, short-lived poems grow.   

it happened   

In one sweet moment of excellence all are perfect. 

plumb line         swings slow and stops        strange new game

Following cyclical pattern of roses replaced, edges begin to 
deteriorate, fade, droop, before they wither dry, decay, fall. For a 
spasm, a wondrous garden works wonders.     

sounds grow tall 

keen eyed hawkfinch sleeps   
fruit tree heavy into change 
moves words from a dream
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sonata
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sort of love that house

catapault judders
the rattle of seed pods
bump into shadows

In a careless street dusk lights are switched off. Flung up terrace 
houses neatly fix ‘black-out’ curtains. Inside, low wattage bulbs are 
flicking. Pavement dust is wild, gritting up over-worked air. Quivering 
edges of an ebbing day remain blood colours, brash scarlet sulphur. 
Clouds, first clotted then stretched into pink streaks, avoid a thin 
moon. An explosion. Then another. Close. Another. Closer. Flames 
overarch reds, now extending into dark sounds of a boom night. 
Spattered with light of different shapes, a day of burning melds with 
a furnace night. 

No time to live on their terms, to waste on caution, on cool 
reflections, understatement almost hidden from thermal detection. 
No time for pauses. No time even to care for heroics. Time only 
to live with a tinted sense of entry, with subterranean erasures, 
hallucinations, luck of draws, prostituted dignity, with stench of life, 
sky-splatter-patterns of offered opening. 

That drab, end-of-terrace cube survives. Architecturally austere 
to the point of ugly, its cracked foundation still supports. Grey-veined, 
it expands into tomorrows’ sun weighted day as, in others, it contracts. 
It is first in a long list remembered. That, I suppose, is why it is sort 
of loved more than all others but one.  

dead privet leaf
old fingers can still catch
the last light
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that love thingey

one pair of doves mate
soon she flutters in flusters

as he preens

This is unadulterated lust. They give everything to it, are in real 
danger of drowning in an outpouring of crescendo emotions. It is a 
tangled expurgation. As their investigations continue, abstractions 
become louder, less sensible. As sweat merges flesh become less 
individuated. Twisting inside turns, breaths joining snorts, they 
are object made subject. Unaware, they do not care if heard, if  
watched.

Soon enough, gobbling air, unable to restrain hysterical laughter, 
they return to an overused middle way. Rational humanist, still nude, 
separated, he registers an autumn leaf blown against her thigh, sensed 
only as effect not cause. She lies on her back, arms relaxed, eyes 
closed. Sweat rivulets tickle. He sucks at armpit hairs.
“I didn’t think you could have a penetrative orgasm”
“shush”
“It’s amazing”
With no reflective thought, from this she deduces it is a sign she loves 
him. His being able to do this is as strong as any signal can be he loves 
her as much. He never said he did or did not but, from the way she 
touches, he knows he is on to a good thing. At that special moment 
he doesn’t know what to say. For now, he just wants to make her feel 
that happy, that self-contained, that committed, all day into night. Of 
course hers are more frequent. He gets a vicarious thrill that, using a 
variety of techniques, he can make it happen. This is just reward. So 
he responds to her delicate compliance in so many ways that make 
him feel so…so…so manly. Yes, that’s how he feels, a man in control, 
pleasured out of high-octane giving. He feels her responses, one 
after another. Engine warmed, moral considerations a low agenda 
item, her momentum is not easy to contain or restrain. For now, hot 
bed is a centre stage whirlwind. Here concepts of sacrifice, of innate 
goodness, do not exist. Commingle, thrust, absorb, kiss, obey this one 
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law of abstract sounds. Here his space disconnects from her senses. 
Here, in a double will to abandon, there are no taboos. Risky gaps are 
bridged. Sometimes it is even a masquerade of love. Sometimes it is 
not. Great thing is that, after sweat dries there is no epiphany. That, 
itself, is no laughing matter. I know. But it is difficult not to laugh. 
Both of us. Now. Together. For, it seems, a long time.

slow-worm
deep inside old compost
wafts of heat work up 
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the room
      painted lover      a n  l
                                       g  e d  across his canvas 

             her summer skin

the room. small but not congested. white walls greying in dull light. 
maybe portrait of her as a nude. bentwood chairs slant towards 
each other. a slight bounce of plump carpet. tall windows behind. 
curtains close. i on one chair head bent. reading. you on another 
hands together thin wrists supported by a thigh. fingers sooth. black 
hair frames. large eyes. large eyelids.        
“you look like a modigliani painting waiting to be painted”
“is that good?” she says without looking up.
“yes”
“then thank you”
“why?”
“because you said it’s good i look like a…a...what is it?”
“he is a painter. his girlfriend model is beautiful. he is dissolute but she 
loves him so much. she is very pregnant. he dies young. she can’t bear it 
when he died… days after his funeral she…”
she interrupts him. “U look like you like reading?”
“do i?”
“yes. you’re reading now. why? you can’t see in this gloom. don’t tell 
me. just read me something. anything.”
“pick a page”
“i’m shutting my eyes. will flick open a page at random.” 

She had become a marvellous crystallization retaining nothing of the 
remembered woman but her form, for all the elements of which this new 
structure were composed had suffered a change…hair respun from threads 
of gold and mouth enamelled scarlet. No longer vulnerable flesh and blood, 
she was altered to inflexible material. She could have stepped into the jungle 
and not looked out of place beside the tree with breasts or the carnivorous 
flowers for now she was her own, omnipotent white queen and could move to 
any position on the board. 
‘Dear God’ said Lee. ‘Le jour de gloire est arrive.’ 

“darling, you missed out a line.”
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“i did, too. yes. here it is” In the rich, dark room his touch told her he could not 
deceive her but she said: ‘If you deceive me, I’ll die’ ¹

“what are U doing? you’ve gone back 67 pages. shoeless i’m going 
to waddle to that window. open curtains. watch you paint. watch you 
see through one of me. paint into another.  
i am ordered into her soft but demanding voice. lights flash on. before 
i can turn they go. burying naked feet in shapes of carpet thickness she 
closes in on each of my shoulders. hands tingle. on my neck infusing 
kisses increase in heat.

breath close to breath
hot hands paint thick lips
with furnace colours

her hands move to cover my eyes. close lids. closer fingers make me blink. 
flashflashflash of a light onoffonoffonoff. open fingers tremble. no more 
intermittent light. a spare modigliani breast presses against a darker one. 
naked. press to more flesh. nude. fitted carpet comforts. it leads a short 
silence. she crosses beds of flickering material. reaches a window. between 
us are gaps shaped by dissimilar fingers. we face up to darkness. i want 
to speak but dare not. she stares ahead. leans forward to free her hand. 
puts it on a window pane. other hand presses an adjacent one. an electric 
surge switches us on. inches away is a brick wall. up up it rises.
“U are pushing me against a window sill”.
 i press harder. turn her body. she revolves. presses back. a more desultory 
approach presses into my painting of her elongated.
“look at U. look at me. it is far too late”.  
light dims until extinguished. feel lipstick fade. hands pass through a 
mist of leftover feelings. she disappears. onoffonoffonoff records a 
painted memory of love long dead. slow fizz of a canvas of her.  
“i love U  jeanne hébuterne”²
“and i U my amedeo my love my love my dove”

body steam
her  breath screens colours
through an orange mist

¹ love Angela Carter Picador 1988
² Jeanne Hébuterne was the last mistress of AmedeoModigliani, and model for a number of his 
greatest paintings. She was nearly 9 months pregnant when, aged 36, he died. Two days later 
she committed suicide by jumping out of a fifth floor window of her parent’s home. 
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the short straw? 

moon glow fails
as a  baby grand is played 
white oil paint dribbles 

1

Able to function without pain in only a few areas, time is contracting 
inside her. Uncombed white hair stretches for days.  Unpleasant smells 
sink into creased flesh hung loose. Unmeasured, she no longer says 
how hot is day, how cold night, what colour is this enclosing that faded 
white. Unlighted, no more sprung pollen of youthful lilies or glare of 
sentient romance. Unmeant smiles pass away. 

Once she lived with a husband because she sometimes 
remembers she did. Moved him into her mansion, a minimalist 
theatre apartment. His design. She mauled it. Alone, her body, bleakly 
rearranged, decompresses. Mouldering, unframed, she is posted to 
a Local Authority Care Home where she is carelessly helped. Here, 
she is winter’s short straw, but cannot sense it. At least, with him, 
she knew.
 

asparagus stem     
snaps between cracked fingers
open May tree blossom 
starts to shrivel inside  
cavernous frost

In a side room, standing naked, she is bathed. A cold plastic 
apron presses against her back. Shaking arms held up, a young Carer, 
who sometimes wears a trilby hat, sometimes a mouth mask, smiles. 
Another soaps pitted arms, ex-breasts, one-time provocative hips, an 
ancient furrow. Breath heat travels her warped skin map. Unclothed 
fingers waver. She resets her eyes, resees those stone carved words:

 fame perfon is not to have this charity two half years fucceffively
Tries to remember if she did. Her Ancient Seer’s eyes pinch closed. 
She remembers.
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fingers  clean up  disused earth   
that once was summer 
now empty of seed
fallow shapes droop
into her deep age

2

She lives in an apartment with a husband. It is once-upon-a-
time. She shuffles to remember. Always she stumbles into reconciling 
disparate design styles. An eclectic mix of minimalist kitsch, she never 
buys cheap, never does nasty. Nearly every day she plays a Bosendorfer 
Baby Grand piano. Nearly every day she writes something. Nearly 
every day a canvas accumulates either glazes or impasto paint. Nearly 
every day she bathes in curves of designed light. A husband never 
smiles at what she does. A husband is never critical.

Now destitute, too ancient to resist, too indifferent to care, 
she is carried from her faded mansion flat to a distant Council Care 
Home.  Knows it is not home. Here, an upright piano is untamed. In 
gaudy frames, photographs of amateur still-life paintings cry out to 
hang straight. She cries about that. Everyday, there is a struggle to 
straighten just one. Everyday. Everyday, cries a little less.

each night
her face grows more lines

 she breathes with a  stranger
who wears a trilby hat 
while fingers play her  

Increasingly, her bones disorder. She is washed standing up. 
Stained nightdress lifts as she is helped to a shower-room. This Carer 
touches that one who wears a mask covering mouth, nose, cheeks. 
Yesterday, it was a trilby hat. A pink flannel is soaped. She is washed 
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in criss-cross curves. In a wall-wide mirror, indifferent to her wasted 
places, she watches twisted flesh, careless flesh, parched flesh. A Carer 
of bright-lipstick-curves smiles back as white cotton hair is spread 
open to front a whirring dryer. She watches until…

cockerel crows
her face regards it
with an eye smile

 
A Carer’s breath warms a cracked surface. An ancient body is 

immune to this spreading touch.

3

Later, with shrivelled pupils, she looks inside my eyes. Her 
only visitor, I try to read between heavily smoked lines, wanting 
to gauge slippage, diminution. Unfamiliar, it easily misinterprets 
into something like shorthand of each Carer’s intentions. Want to 
return her to an importance but it is too late to transcend her near 
completion. She asks me to leave. “It is time”, she mumbles into a 
most minimalist of kitsch smiles while pressing her Gift tight to a 
concealed breast, “to sleep”.

       
clouds  reshape

already a slow drift
into yesterday
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the splendour of the secret behind invisible

below the two lines is an upper limit. beyond that is a sensation so 
delicate, so ethereal, it becomes close to invisible. yes, anything that 
aqueous and dissolvable, that intangible, yes, that non-physical and 
soundless, is always almost invisible. some connection exists between 
spaces, between gaps, air vents, a slow tenderness beyond feel or 
scent. for U it is there. quiet shapes of sounds, backgrounds of lifted 
rhythms. see it. blank in blank out blank in out  in. feel its free flow. 
out   in   out   in  in. 
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3 died young

1  long eyelash smile
  becomes a peter blake
    valentine card painting
Miss Rubenesque 1956
she Miss perky Art School softs
with alert blonde hairs awriggle
over so can’t-say-no translucent eyelids
bubble cheeks suck-me-in eyes
singing song so sweetly so often
from inside so bouncy blue veined breasts
all pinky wink to cover so fluent smiles 
through which tricksey traipsey 
silky milk lips that lick tucked away sips 
of so anywhichway I am about to discover
she morethaneverways sowants to conquer 
 she comes (yes   towards)
 with a view  (yes   right inside)
 she on top  (yes   again)
Anyway it is bound to happen
so often sooner than later 
i her so often target bloom into friend shapes 
from small begins her sights 
on my so often sounds into flesh filled recipes 
from so of many menus of from volcanic feasts
that explode a few days 
before changing into white knights
who disappearing beneath awe-inspired floors 
that rise that fall in sun listing wavelets.

This I suppose is said to pass for heaven.
i suppose
as metaphors go
it passes muster
but havoc shapes through sweetsour days 
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wreaks everlasting change  
beyond furnace of upsidedown bed lips
that swoop into hollows of secret miles
through lightest of bodies tautly drawn
we swim to that first start again
and so there is no end to it 
                               two waves
  tides tangle to untangle
  so much of a mesh
not that much later
beyond petrified white blake knight’s
famed valentines heart painting 
you die away nuzzling birth.  

2

For years she shares most of everything
one of several foursomes
who this evening
touches smooth board to shape night
hovering away inside a tingle of eyes.  
we dare not admit inside this college or that 
pulling at clay paint glass and all that
we grow dissolvable links
which as with a magnet 
has power to pull us near

and does.
so determined are we 
to change what is strange 
into what we determine
will comes to pass
via weirdest of bullets
to target of pop-art bed
that tears loose clothes
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into a climax of shambles
of texture coloured rumples 
“I know what you are doing”
she whispers as i start to return 
to that first place of becoming
  wave theory
  inside ebb beyond flow
  two meet two part 
so soon as practical after saying
“I know what you are doing”
she cancer dies within womb tomb 

3

she so l o v e s th ose s low low water baths
as i do when pulled in by her t o w  
soapywater  flip-flopperling splashing games
to un-cove r 3D-bits-curvy-curly-pieces 
of how we un do ea.ch t.i.g.h.t.l.y. un sightly 
with other s low dec/on/st.ructions 
of second hand second rate rag-trade pieces.
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She    big     birdnest    hairs eve ryWeavewear
miles of smiles attach me wherever nudges lead   
to direct\ion flows. i stick war.ily. S.L.O.W. 
slowly her so wet glue more low than physic-al
so let it touch those bath roam t a n g l e s 
so beyond intermingle puzzle talk intermangle 
fleshlyYes outsidein fleshlyYesmess Yes
drippy Missy with aphrodisiac paint aromas 
thrills to adulterated l-u-s-t full unfastening of angles
chip chip chipping away at plain folds 
be-fore-play swirls rule it over crowded noises. 
fired-up cells jerk in s e c r e t e-ing places
E X P A N D I N G two-gather together in a place where
you said Yes Yes Yes you had taken care of everything 
where it mattered. /you\had/not\.HadNot. had not. 

   her water game
   played like a maestro

only one bathtime left 

2 inches of bath-roam water of ungainly splashes lick-lapping, 
nose-filling, throat-drowning wavelets drown-knifing 
into  a jerk fit does for her.

Says, “I think I love you” with convincing self-denial. Follows twists 
convoluted, all way turns, always throbbing of all ways intimate. 
“It changes just about everything. I want you always. Tonight, 
today, all ways to be”. She said that just a one of a night ago. And 
now…And now… 

   herbed walnut 
   convulses when least expected
   earth coloured hair sways 
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4

triad of flesh disposed into an untidy bin. gone away. “what 

do you mean”? I mean love gone into places of much such 

unfeeling. no more bush hiding.1,2,3, you all had me. “don’t 

understand”. all three. steam rising. come in. do it do it do 

before you set me free.

“shhussh! don’t understand. i’m young. so very young. so 

happy. so carefree. so make believe free. free to smile so no 

more. no more to laugh. see. eyes are blue i love you that is 

true. eyelids large. so very large. all so captivated by my see-

through so large eyelids - by their closing their wide-eyed blue 

to hazel opening. freshlyfleshly lips have so know mine. move 

along queue. liplapping rocklicking queue. again rubenesque 

mounds mounting  perfect curves quiver all anticipations. 

pearlcrowned nipples grow to feel so perky pressing against 

this so extra lively so responsive tree. student of cathedral  

glass. beautiful front-face of bubbling be all. so soft. so rosy. 

why me? yes, it is unkind, dreadful even. divide into someone 

older.  let it be her already ill. i love my baby so very much. 

so stop it happening!” stop it happe…

5 

“I am thin. I am strong. Know I’ve done my woman wrong. Ouji 
board my finger game. Play by the rules, my fanny! We must 
have known it would lead nowhere but this bawdy centre. You 
are thin yet a moist sculptured full-blown evensong of oily 
bass to soprano tone. Give up  ghost. Forms erupt. Collapse 
into sliding every each way ever into fine-tuning upwards of 
impassioned filling. Try to hold it in. Hold hot lips tight closed. 
I am strong. Cross my heart/hope to die. I will not shout out. 
Eyes may crisscross under largely closed lids. I will NOT shout 
out, not lie. There will be nothing. Not from me. You are heard. 
You don’t care. You want to mash-up game rules. Advantage 
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belongs to everyone. Nothing matters now a gameplan damn. 
Downstairs they play semi-clothed tunes on an out-of-tune 
sofa. Many rushed notes. But they lay about each other like it 
is what it is. Each mauls. Not quite revenge yet remove silent 
underclothes into a noisy crescendo. Surely this game cannot 
have such an unyielding end for something inside that bigger 
picture that knows no bounds. It is so unfair because three 
of our foursome claims I am a semi-quaver whisker away 
from religion. I am thin. I am strong. If needs must I can be 
made to believe. I do will believe. I do. In the name of their 
unliving Holy upstanding Ghost I believe. Begot even from 
father AbrahamVishnuAllah worked into one juicy fruit case. 
If it helps I too can be betrothed. Remember I don’t smoke 
often overeat work seriously do insufficient exercise. If this 
cannot move you to forgiveness then no effort of accounting 
will change anything. Do these allLondongirl lovers of things 
mythic allthingsTotem claypaintglass students deserve so total 
earlyBirdcrushing? Leave me this game board. Evening still 
young. Game still fresh. I’ll play clean. I’ll let them back in. I’ll 
play by their rules. I want to love them again”    

6

she said “it is bound to happen. sudden attacks are no joke. it will 
happen again”. told so worried family not to. safely over first twenty 
year finishing line. why not more? “shall paint standing up till i die” i 
tell them. “that’s what’s happening, more or less. ok, i’m not standing 
up, or only paint, will bathe after one more best night ever. just one 
night more. three of  us died young.  chaos. no more here for you”. 

   sculpted frame
   after a twosome night 
   she is painted out
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Tragicomic ENSW

bloated toad 
battles against a riptide
stops for breath

over there 
east north south west
do not mean the same 
as over here

eucalyptus tree
slow movement of Lincoln wind
in a thrush spotted dawn
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trembles of a flag

knife blade shines
even the tip flickers
as if not solid

A flag shivers into a tremble. Flagpoles stretch. Deep into an 
all-encompassing forest they turn from lost promises. Quickly try to 
retrace. More curves turn into a tremulous mist. We huddle through 
it. Between roughcast scrabbles of wet rock vibrations of heat change 
into waterfall shrouds. In our hurry this altered shape redesigns a wet 
vapour infill. Unrecognised messages post with cyberspace speed. 
Beyond an ellipse of hills strings of wind hold fast. Sun’s fierceness  is 
sets to pass below. Emerald greens of a streaked sky underpin faintest 
clouds. Pale shadows flip. Thinner ones fly inside trembles.

Trembles flutter. A butterfly folds into itself. On friable hands  
a collapsed pulse is all that remain. Nothing can nudge it into other 
angled sensations. There is no end or any beginning towards an end. 
A thousand birds balloon up without touching.

Touching memories of flamenco impassioned nights die inside 
echoes of a contraceptive silence. Inappropriate tears are hidden. 
Whose turn is it to turn off shadows? U look closely at me. Airstreams 
pass through chimerical moons. On a neglected hill they change into 
extreme images of your desire. In the de-mooned dark we write of 
light. 

Heads adjust other vantage points as we cool to become wells of 
eclipsed earth. With no end an aroma of wind begins with no beginning 
with no sheen with nothing but a softest of winds. Flagpoles stretch.

wings tremble 
light passes through
stings of jelly fish
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unusual she
  
   colts head held high 
 but with legs askew
   faint taste of wind

“Questions are still being asked that concern accents of trees. In order 
for a game of catch-up with river-diffracted reflections to complete, 
these are sometimes time delayed. Conceive this as a device to 
sidestep sadness at my man’s ageing bark decay.”

“Unusual she. From a safe distance watch how she holds her head. 
Curiously high. Watch how, with unfamiliar dignity for one so young, 
her face changes a low neckline angle. See how, with an unfathomable 
focus, she recognises musk aromas of blackbird sounds. Gulping 
marshmallow, she hands me used chewing gum. Obey when told to wrap 
it in tissue. Do not when asked to share boiling bath water. Wait for more 
hospitable temperature. Unusual she steps a thin-skinned body into her 
steam cauldron, sinks all but hair below a soap-curdled surface. Eyes 
of unusual she expand.”

on her pillow      another grey hair     his future now

“Some of my skills - to hear transparent textures, interpret musk 
aromas of male blackbird noises, wear him to tightly fit - are stuffed 
inside a transparent bin bag. Sensitised antennae, no longer accessible, 
withdraw. To bedroom dearest appear more extraordinary than others 
in whose bed he coalesced. Even so, can taste timorous vibes from 
within bodily eruptions. These, with poppy red lips, he donates inside 
a deeper, quainter level.” 

“Are questions still being asked that concern accent of trees?”

   torrential river
   spurts into worn clefts
   her diffracted accent
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we came together
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well, are you?

fossil tree
cosmic writing
bears fruit

Below surfaces of joined-up writing, disparate pathways, grown up 
paranoia, dragged shocks burrow like beavers. Genetically, they say, 
me, you, them, are not too far removed, give or take a few million  
neglected years. Perhaps longer. If mathematics is accuracy, some 
pattern of scientists will spread, operate on some operating table 
somewhere or other, forage beyond Darwin, Einstein, Plank, CERN 
machine. No doubt simultaneously, another rain squashed sky will 
harvest sun-drenched rewards, affiliate to richer or poorer rainbows 
that, of course, partly disappear into another time word clock.

“eat your lovely dripping on such a ladder of mummela’s thick white 
bread. It’s crusty, like you like. you are mummy’s good little boy, so eat 
it all up. then you will grow big grow strong. you want to grow big, don’t 
you, bubelah? so, are you going to be a good boy and eat it all up for 
mummy?” 

“nes”

“who’s mummies good littleboy, then? yes, you are, you are. you are 
mummies goods ickle buoy.”

kitten purrs
grows inside snuggles
of a wet tongue
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…wind ruffled that nest of growing things¹

birthday again      
renewal may occur           
but not guarenteed 

Night folds away a mottled moon, caves in to a dawn of stretched 
muscles. Low clouds break into sharp greens, oranges, reds, before 
rising above a distant ruffled wood. Silhouetted sea horizon wakes 
into dawn noises. Silent cormorants start today’s soliciting dives. 
Cartography weakens as, influenced by an advancing sun, mapped 
shapes wilfully change. Uncharted trees tumble before a sky whose 
dominion is paramount. 

Yesterday, heat burnt through a thin lining of blue. A downpour 
took advantage, spreading holes inside star scarred nightscapes.  With 
no umbrella of clouds, there was just stumbling through a wet shiver. 
It is again rapid change – a technicolour mix-up of mirages, a random 
mutation of first spot of dawn into early morning. Disappearing 
moons may provide answers but are never around when questions 
need to be asked.

So, who is this walking onto your man-size, gesso-white canvas, 
transforming into expressive greys? Mick, madly haired McCafferty, 
wearing a homburg hat, spreads flat before arriving at a hard edge. 
Half off half on, his canvas thinness slithers back to centre space, 
head once an honour point. His shoes show up as different grey hues, 
but his tie, a shimmer of brightly focussed tones, dominates. This 
seduction spreads. It is clearly more than a reproduction of an interior 
full-depth portrait. This is more than a diary or weather report. It 
works more like music. Inside a complex construction there is a beat 
that speaks of an altogether different movement. An evocation of his 
other big idea, it encapsulates his right to be a canvas representation, 
to be a different form, of being a member of a drinking club while 
also being as much an appreciation of process as result. There is a 
flash. As close-up opens, his slithering shapes focus into life before 
dissolving into white painted weave and weft.
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sheet lightning   
focuses lengths of shadow 
shorn battleground

    
Hierarchical member of Dublin’s drinking club, he bustles 

through Marks and Spencer. A fundamental unit of his other 
existence, it is now a habit of his everyday reality. Once a month, 
like it is a male menstruation, Mick madly haired McCafferty has 
a public bath to wash off spots of grey paint. Then, during star-
spangled nights, he strides over hills, head fixed on crumbling darks, 
to a spot where lightning refashions him. Pushing through calf-high 
grass, musty mushroom manure, he reaches out for her pulsing heart 
racing ahead faster than a swerving upwind. Somersaulting through 
cracking space, where cameras record short-lived crises, Mick madly 
haired McCafferty, stripped of drunken tribute, sings a dangerous 
game with new conduits into her body. He begs fleshly forgiveness, 
asks for his to be rekindled within her washing waves. She waits for 
his advance through such an unusual cruelty of weather. She waits to 
round his angles. She will cleanse him with a single lowering of her 
wide eyelids; will cleanse Mick, madly haired McCafferty for another 
repainted month. That will be his emancipation.

that time of month    
until an organ stop opens
all bets are off

Tumbling seas rumble into raw loudness. Fishing trawlers grunt 
as they are battened down against waves of hurricane architecture. 
Skins of bridges, groaning, start to flap loose. Angry sky, not yet a 
black-hole closure, spurts a volcanic cloud. Thickly centred with spray, 
tonight’s typographical building block of single letters has become 
full-blown words. They wait; wait to wing onto a stage not structured 
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for such an event. For this suspended non-instant, they batten down 
to stop ships drowning. Bridges hover between white zeros, a mollusc-
soft hollow inside a mound of her body, a backstop end game. Mick, 
madly haired McCafferty is welcomed home.

end of month  
rushes into another
his repeat prescription

¹ Particle Poems  Edwin Morgan
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yakshi 

“Figures in relief are marked off from their background by their external 
contours. The relation between these contours and background, and 
qualities of the contours themselves, are aspects of relief which are of 
the profoundest importance. In some styles the contours are the most 
powerful instrument of expression and agent of form in the relief… The 
contours have linear aspects but also with functions and qualities as 
boundaries between background and figure”. ¹
                              

      rock layers
                            carved by moonstruck tides

            a goddess emerges

Knows it now, then, into. Book closes. Specialises in Indian 
sculpture. This is her first academic trip. In Western configurations 
she is attractive. There is a man who knows. Not unkindly, she does 
not yet respond. Knows she will.
dry lip whisper   lightning fast computer   maps a carvers plan
She looks up to a sculpture that belongs inside a religion older than 
Buddhism. Like much else, these images were soon absorbed. This, 
which decorates a pillar from a stupa of Bharhut, has been absorbed 
into her interior from puberty.

head sense 
a defiant unity
is felt inside

   

She already knows this figure is not conceived as an autonomous 
structure centred on an axial system of its own; knows it is not related 
to pillar surface like it is a stage backdrop against which it moves. Faced 
with a living sculpture, she sees complexity of conception as a decorative 
image spreading across surface planes to which it melds. Its front, 
two-dimensional view, moves in a lateral direction, with little depth. 
A tree trunk bends over and under figure limbs. Both are modelled 
in a uniform way, characteristic of Indian sculpture. The treatment of 
foliage is a tropical counterpart of that awesome feeling for vegetable 
life saturating some Gothic cathedrals. Her notebook closes.
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separation
 from college to collage

lotus flower dream

 Several times her oval eyes follow sinuous lines of sculpted greys 
of hair, cheeks, lips, shoulders, over breasts, around curves of tilted 
stomach. Several times glances glide downwards, across rounds of 
thighs married to weaving tree waves. Her own stomach tilts, expands 
as she returns to those fertile eyes. Slightly slanted, set inside large 
eyelids, they share sensuality. Her carved woman is human in ways that 
flight beyond. She is a hewn goddess whose smile magnets a delicate 
touch. Her lips are a carved caress, eyes a shaped kiss.

     ancient stone          etched into relief         tingle of bare feet
 
An over-arching yakshi embraces her mango tree. It responds. 

An historian of Indian sculpture embraces both. She is as confused as 
when young, when first blood spread into flow, when she needed to 
touch, was desperate to be touched, when she thrilled to lip caresses 
of Anna Livia Plurabelle². Here, she is sensualising with a sinuous 
screen of temple sculptures of love rising from reproductive earth 
to celestial epiphany ³. 

She steps forward. Foot touches a sculptured spirit of a carved 
woman with luscious means, a binding, entwining mango tree bursting 
into full flower filled. So it is told. So let it be written. So she knows 
it, now, then, into always.

 stone  tree-woman
releases interned warmth
carved lips taste shapes  

¹ Relief Sculpures     L.R.Rogers    Oxford University Press 1974
² Finnegans Wake   James Joyce    Faber Paperback 1975 
³  Temple of Lakshmana, Khajuraho – AD 950
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you you you

down an unused mine
you rush to meet me
under a coal seam
i seek U

your heart beats mine in time in time in time
your writhing a scythe cutting through,
your mile high smile a present to give,
enigmatic and not always true 

i mean not true i mean not lies i mean
just pieces of face that are you
that i climb inside as quick as i can
as press against flesh flips askew
                   
and when i am full up with everything
and heart heartbeats tremble in view 
i quiver a dark place ravishing 
yet again, it is not always true  

 you you you and you

and you  and you   and you and

  me too
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